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ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis is an acoustic study of three generations of women from the Gujarati-English 
community in Batley, West Yorkshire (United Kingdom). The literature pertaining to Gujarati 
is very limited, hence this thesis aims to solve some unanswered queries regarding our 
understanding of the influence of Gujarati on English stop productions. Research was 
gathered from three generations of women to judge whether there is an influence of 
Gujarati on English speech. The first generation was born in India and migrated to the UK 
during their childhood, whereas the second and third generation were born in the UK.  
In order to assess this influence, the acoustic attribute of voice onset time (VOT) was 
studied for all stops /p b t d k g/ at word-initial level. Participants were recorded reading out 
pre-arranged flashcards, generating eight hundred and forty-four tokens of data, all of 
which were later analysed in Praat. A further objective of this research was to examine 
whether there are variances of VOT at different positions of an utterance.  
Previous studies in the acoustic literature have studied VOT interference in bilinguals of 
various languages, which have yielded mixed results, including L1 influence, L2 influence, as 
well as no interference whatsoever. The primary results demonstrated that there is an 
influence of Gujarati (the L1) on English speech (the L2) in the first generation, which 
reduces for the second and third generation. Furthermore, a second significant finding was 
that there appears to be a high usage of Gujarati-like negative VOT at utterance-initial 
position for all three generations.  
Several explanations are proposed to explain the two aforementioned findings. The main 
argument put forth is that the participants’ VOT values mirrored the values of their 
dominant language. Secondly, there is perhaps a sociolinguistic change occurring in the 
Batley community in which negative VOT has ethnic connotations and is being used by the 
British-born generations as a marker of identity.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Gujarati is one of the several languages that is stitched into India’s as well as England’s 
multilingual tapestry. Nevertheless, from the various languages within the Indian 
subcontinent, Gujarati has rarely been at the forefront of linguistic studies. Gujarati is often 
omitted from research in favour of other more socially important and widely-used 
languages from the Indo-Aryan family, such as Urdu and Punjabi. Although the linguistic 
structures of Gujarati have been described (see: Pandit, 1961; Cardona, 1965) and some 
acoustic aspects have been discussed (see: Esposito and Khan, 2012; Khan, 2012; Kreiman et 
al. 2010), there is still an extensive proportion of the language as well as many dialects of 
Gujarati that are yet to be studied, not least in relation to other languages, such as English. 
To widen our understanding of Gujarati, this thesis will investigate Gujarati speakers’ 
voice onset time (VOT) in English speech. Voice onset time (VOT) is one of the acoustic cues, 
along with voicing and aspiration, that allows us to distinguish between voiced and voiceless 
stops. Despite VOT being characterised in the first half of the 20th century, it was only given 
its name in Lisker and Abramson’s famous study (1964) in which they defined it as “the time 
interval between the burst that marks the release of the stop closure and the onset of the 
quasi-periodicity that reflects laryngeal vibration” (1964, p. 422). However, Lisker and 
Abramson in a later paper (1967) stated that, despite the importance of their earlier study, 
there is still a “need for a closer look at the individual languages than (their) cross-language 
survey afforded” (1967, p. 4). 
Consequently, research concerning the interaction between languages and its 
influence on VOT has been heavily investigated on numerous languages, including Spanish, 
Polish, German and, of course, English. Whilst some studies have focused on VOT influence 
at a pre-pubescent age (see: Kehoe et al., 2004; Harada, 2007), others have observed 
participants in their adulthood (see: Newlin-Åukowicz, 2014; Lein at al. 2016). Information 
pertaining to the acoustic cue of VOT in Gujarati is extremely scarce, and is non-existent in 
terms of a comparison across different ages. This thesis, therefore, will consider Gujarati-
English speakers aged from 18 to nearly 80 years old, divided into three generations.  
Many of the aforementioned scholars (e.g. Kehoe at al., 2004, Newlin-Åukowicz, 
2014), as well as others (e.g. Sancier and Fowler, 1997), have observed language 
interference or transfer in which speakers reinterpret features of one language and 
implement them in another language that they speak. Although this can apply to many 
linguistic aspects, with regards to VOT scholars have found transfer from an L1 to an L2, 
(see: Caramazza et al., 1973; Flege & Efting 1987a), bi-directional L1-L2 interference in 
which both languages influence one another (see: Flege & Efting 1987b, Fowler et al. 2008), 
and have also found the third possibility of an L2 suppressing L1 interference completely 
(see: Flege et al., 2002). This thesis will solely focus on the VOT influence Gujarati (the L1) 
has on English (the L2) at word-initial level across each generation and in different positions 
of an utterance. This thesis will attempt to answer the following three research questions: 
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1. What are the word-initial VOT values for /p b t d k g/ of the data across the three 
generations, and do such values correspond more with English or with Gujarati 
VOTs? 
2. Are there any variances in word-initial VOT at different places in an utterance, and is 
there any significance of these variances? 
3. Are there any sociolinguistic stimuli/influences that may affect the transfer of VOT 
for any of the participants? 
In order to answer these research questions, fieldwork was carried out on British-Gujarati 
speakers residing in the West Yorkshire town of Batley. All participants involved in this 
thesis are female bilinguals and were all asked to articulate the same target words in 
utterances that placed the word as utterance-initial, utterance-medial and utterance-final.  
All of the preliminary information provided in this introduction will be expanded in 
the following chapters. Chapter 2 gives the background information needed to contextualise 
this thesis. This will include a brief history of Gujarati, migration from Gujarat to Yorkshire as 
well as statistical reports of Gujarati in the UK. Next, phonetic information will be provided 
regarding Gujarati and English, followed by scholarly literature of VOT and language contact.  
Subsequently, Chapter 3 describes the methods that were carried out in order to 
complete and analyse the fieldwork. This includes the grounds on which participants were 
recruited, details of the activity that they were asked to complete, as well as the approach 
taken to acoustically measure the data. 
Chapter 4 displays all of the findings that arose from the fieldwork and presents 
these results in numerous graphs to best illustrate the patterns between each generation 
and each position of the target word. Continuing from this, Chapter 5 examines the main 
patterns that were presented in Chapter 4. It provides potential justifications for the data 
and why certain patterns may have emerged. This chapter will refer to literature from 
Chapter 2 as well as other relevant studies to aid in the understanding of the results and to 
assess how Gujarati-English VOTs fit in amongst previous research.    
Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and reviews the main findings of this work. It 
will explicitly answer each of the three research questions that were outlined earlier in this 
chapter. It will then consider the limitations of the study and will finally propose how this 
thesis as well as VOT in Gujarati speakers of English more generally can be expanded for 
future research.    
Overall, this thesis aims to investigate whether VOT transfer exists across three different 
generations of British-Gujarati speakers. Its main motivation is to add to the growing 
literature in the fields of phonetics and sociolinguistics.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter of the dissertation will present the literature that pertains to the various topics 
of this thesis.  
 
2.2. Gujarati 
Gujarati (also spelt as: Gujrathi, Gujerathi and Gujerati)1 is an Indo-Aryan language from the 
Indo-European family that originates from the state of Gujarat in India. Located in the 
westernmost part of the Indian peninsula, Gujarat is also known as the Jewel of Western 
India due to its vibrant and flamboyant culture (Discoveredindia.com, 2017). According to 
The Eighth Schedule of the Indian Constitution (2003), Gujarati is one of the twenty-two 
scheduled languages of India. Such languages within this list are entitled to receive 
extensive development and growth under the obligation of the Government of India2. The 
repute of Gujarati is increased by the fact that it holds official status in Gujarat (Ministry of 
Minority Affairs, 2014). Over 99% of the language’s speakers reside in various cities within 
Gujarat as well as other bordering Indian states, such as Maharashtra and Rajasthan (Lewis, 
2009). Smaller communities can be found in neighbouring countries within the Indian 
subcontinent (e.g. Pakistan and Bangladesh) and South and East Africa. However, the most 
sizeable and long-established communities from outside of India are notably located in the 
UK and USA. In total, Gujarati is spoken by 46.6 million people worldwide (Lewis, 2009), 
classifying it as the 23rd most commonly spoken language (Grimes, 1996). Figure 1 below 
illustrates the location of Gujarat within India as well as the official language of each 
geographical state. However, Gujarati, as well as all the other official languages, are not 
confined to solely one state and are typically spoken in other places as well (Lewis, 2009). 
It is also worth noting that the statistics gathered regarding the number of Gujarati 
speakers in India only refer to native speakers. There may well be large numbers of second-
language speakers of Gujarati that have been unaccounted for.  
                                                          
1 For the purposes of clarity, only the spelling Gujarati will be used for the remainder of this thesis. 
2 The Government of India is required to take measures to ensure that scheduled languages ‘grow rapidly in 
richness and become effective means of communicating modern knowledge’ (Official Languages Resolution, 
1968).  
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Fig. 1: A map of the languages that are spoken in India. The Gujarat state, located in Western India, 
has been circled.  (Sarver, 2014). 
As indicated above, Gujarati is located on the western coast of India. As it is the sixth largest 
state in the country, there are undoubtedly a number of dialects spoken within this area. 
However, assessing the number of dialects that make up Gujarati is rather unclear. A 
common phrase often spoken by the older generations is “the dialect changes after every 
twelve villages” (Fatimah Rawat, p.c.). In other words, the dialects of Gujarati slowly yet 
gradually change from village to village. This creates a dialect chain in which linguistic 
differences between dialects can only be recognised when comparing those that are 
separated by a wide distance. Despite this, Gujarat can still be divided into separate 
districts, as decided by the Government of Gujarat. Such decisions were originally based on 
wider geographic regions and their respective climates and cultures. These regions are: 
Kutch (dry and desert-like climate), Saurashtra (dry but soil with high moisture), North 
Gujarat (dry air and less moisture in soil), Central Gujarat (similar to North Gujarat but much 
less farming) and South Gujarat (humid air, albeit low) (discoveredindia.com, 2017). 
However, more recently, the formation of districts has been based upon political and 
administrative gains. For example, in 2013, the Indian government established 7 new 
districts in order to set up more administrative units and “decentralise the administration 
and make it more efficient and speedy” (Ghosh, 2013). In total, there are 33 districts that 
make up Gujarat. Each district is divided into sub-districts called Talukas of which there are 
249 in total. Figure 2 below is a map of the 33 districts within Gujarat. The district Surat 
which is the focus for this thesis, has been circled. 
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Fig. 2: A map of all the districts in the Gujarat state. The district of Surat has been circled 
(mapsofindia, 2014). 
In Figure 2 above, Standard Gujarati has been the most discussed dialect by linguists. 
Though Standard Gujarati is not exclusive to any certain state, this dialect is heavily used in 
Ahmedabad and Ghandinagar3 and therefore is widely recognised and utilised within media-
related, governmental as well as educational domains. Following a thorough review of the 
linguistic literature, no prior research has examined Surati Gujarati – the dialect of Surat.  
 
2.3. Gujarati in the UK 
As recorded by the 2011 UK Census, Gujarati is the sixth most spoken language in England 
and Wales, as 213,000 people (0.4% of the population) reported it as their main language 
(ONS, 2013a). This is the fourth most popularly-spoken Indic language following Punjabi (c. 
273,000; 0.5%), Urdu (c. 269,000; 0.5%) and Bengali (c. 221,000; 0.4%) (ONS, 2013a). 
However, according to the National Congress of Gujarati Organisations, the number of 
                                                          
3 Ahmedabad is the former capital district of Gujarat whereas Ghandinagar is now the current capital. The 
standard form of Gujarati is used within these districts due to their administrative, educational and political 
positions. 
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Gujarati speakers in the UK is estimated to be 600,000 (NCGO, 2012). It is uncertain which of 
these statistics is the closest approximation of the actual number. However, it is probable 
that the higher figure of the two is more precise, due to the fact that the census only 
allowed for one main language. This consequently discounted those people who can speak 
and use Gujarati but do not perceive it to be their main language.  
As this thesis will consider age as a variable, it is also worth looking at the statistics 
regarding the relationship between minority languages and age of such languages’ speakers. 
Figure 3 below shows the percentage of all UK residents who did not consider English to be 
their main language.  
Fig. 3: A graph illustrating the percentage of residents whose main language is not English (ONS, 
2013b) 
As illustrated in Figure 3, the percentage of residents that consider Gujarati to be their main 
language is significantly higher within the 50 to 85 age brackets than it is for the residents 
aged 3 to 49. It is most likely that the majority of these speakers from the older generations 
are either immigrants who travelled from Gujarat to the UK or they are the first UK-born 
Gujarati residents. Gujarati was almost certainly the only language used within the 
household for these residents. Consequently, the older generations are more likely to 
consider Gujarati as their main language than those residents who have been raised 
bilingually. The pattern that is displayed regarding Gujarati bears the closest resemblance to 
Punjabi as this too illustrates the same result.  
 
2.4. An overview of migration from Gujarat to the UK  
For centuries, Gujarat has been renowned for its pivotal role within the merchandising 
domain. The natural harbours in the state, particularly in the Gulf of Khambatt, as well as 
the rivers that course down to the Arabian Sea have meant that Gujarat has notably 
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sustained trade production (Mattausch, 2001). Historical data explains commercial ties 
between Gujarat and several countries, such as Egypt, Bahrain and the Persian Gulf dating 
as far back as 1000 to 750 BC (Rao, 1985; Mapsofindia.com, 2017). The trading port in Surat, 
the second biggest city in Gujarat, had the first exporting link with Britain via the East India 
Company in the 17th century (Chaudhuri, 1999). A combination of these merchandising 
connections, the labour shortages after World War II in the UK (Messina, 2001), the release 
of The Indian Independence Act 19474 as well as the creation of the British Nationality Act 
19485 all prompted significant migration from India to the UK (Communities and Local 
Government, 2009). The earliest migrants from Gujarat in the 1950s were males who sought 
employment to become financially stable enough to later bring over their families 
(Communities and Local Government, 2009). Such migrants favoured employment within 
the textile and mill industry, and thus settled in towns within Leicestershire, Lancashire and 
Yorkshire, such as Leicester, Preston, Bradford and Batley (see: NCGO, n.d.; Ember et al., 
2005; The Yorkshire Post, 2016). Once the demand for textile industries started to weaken 
in the 1970s, a few Gujaratis dispersed and resettled in other parts of the country whilst 
many others chose to remain in the original town to which they migrated (Communities and 
Local Government, 2009). It is for this reason why Leicester has the highest proportion of 
Gujarati speakers in the UK (ONS, 2013c). 
 
2.5. From Gujarat to Kirklees 
Within a decade of The Indian Independence Act 1947, Gujarati males immigrated to West 
Yorkshire, particularly within the metropolitan area of Kirklees, which includes, but is not 
confined to, Batley, Dewsbury and Huddersfield (IMWS, 2007). The earliest statistics 
regarding Batley reports that in 1957 there were as few as 40 Gujarati males residing in the 
town (Communities and Local Government, 2009). The reason why Batley, an extremely 
small town that is often omitted from most maps, became the core for various expatriate 
communities to settle in was entirely on the premise of its employment opportunities. The 
town was at the forefront of textile manufacturing. Batley was deemed to be pioneers of 
the ‘shoddy trade’6 (Jubb, 1860, p. 3), both on a national and global level, which made the 
prospects of gaining work greater than other areas. Starting with 40 males in 1957, the 
Gujarati community has rapidly increased, as has other ethnic populations. Though there 
are no exact numbers released regarding Batley alone, we can determine the number of 
British Gujaratis from data regarding Kirklees as a whole. According to the 2011 UK Census, 
4.9% of the population in Kirklees (20,797 people) are, or at least consider themselves to be, 
‘Asian British: Indian’ (ONS, 2013d). This is 2.4% higher than the national average in England 
                                                          
4 The Indian Independence Act (1947) triggered several issues, which include civil unrest, economic hardships 
and religious (Hindu and Muslim) discord. This increased migration to the UK in order to escape from such 
hardships (see Bates, 2003). 
5 The British Nationality Act (1948) gave all citizens of any British colony the right to work and reside in the UK. 
6 The shoddy trade is the name given to the industry in which old woollen rags were recycled to make a new 
material called shoddy.  
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and Wales. With regards to the geographical area in which these Gujarati speakers reside, 
Figure 4 below illustrates the distribution of this ethnic group.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4: A map illustrating the geographical distribution of Indians within the metropolitan borough of 
Kirklees (Jivraj and Finney, 2013) 
This map of Kirklees in Figure 4 clearly indicates that the towns and surrounding areas of 
Batley and Dewsbury are home to the highest proportion of Indians within Kirklees. The 
Indian ethnic group make up the largest proportion of the population in Batley East (37%) 
and Dewsbury South (23%) (Jivraj and Finney, 2013), indicating that the majority of the 
20,797 people who identified themselves as British Indian reside within Batley or Dewsbury. 
Nearly all of the Gujarati people residing in these towns are either from the Gujarati districts 
of Surat or Baruch (Communities and Local Government, 2009), and speak Surati or Baruchi 
Gujarati respectively. The lack of geographical scattering of Indian people across Kirklees, 
and instead the high-density clusters of such people in Batley and Dewsbury, has resulted in 
the establishment of an extremely strong community in which the residents have 
established their own businesses, mosques, shops and schools. These clusters of South 
Asians have meant that Batley and Dewsbury have the greatest proportion of people in 
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Kirklees who cannot speak English well (Jivraj and Finney, 2013). This potentially indicates 
that the strong community bonds allow people to get by without ever acquiring English.  
 
2.6. Linguistic sketch of Gujarati 
In order to understand the general overview of Gujarati, a brief linguistic sketch of the 
language needs to be presented in addition to the aforementioned demographic qualities.  
2.6.1. Gujarati sound system 
The phoneme inventory of Gujarati is comprised of eight vowels7 and approximately thirty-
seven consonants8, the latter of which is displayed below in Table 1. 
Table 1: An IPA description of all the consonants in Gujarati and Marathi9 (Patil et al. 2012, p. 180) 
Table 1 indicates that Gujarati has an extensive phoneme inventory (Patil et al., 2012, p. 
180). This includes sixteen stops, five nasals, five fricatives and five affricates. As this thesis 
will concentrate exclusively on stop sounds, it is important to note that 43% of all the 
sounds within the language are plosives. This exceptionally high percentage makes clear 
that Gujarati includes many plosives. Like many other Indic languages, such as Urdu, Hindi 
and Marathi, Gujarati makes use of the retroflex manner of articulation, which further 
increases the depth of the plosive, phonemic inventory. 
Furthermore, the Gujarati language continues to mirror the majority of the other 
Indo-Aryan among Indo-European languages in terms of its four-way contrast in voicing and 
aspiration for stops and affricates. As Table 1 illustrates, Gujarati distinguishes stop and 
                                                          
7 Linguists report that the conservative dialects have eight vowels, whereas other dialects, such as Saurashtra, 
have six vowels (Firth, 1967, p. 231-232).  
8 There are disputes between linguists regarding the exact number of consonants, particularly with regards to 
the glottal fricative /h/, the palatal nasal /ɲ/ and the velar nasal /ŋ/.  
9 The consonants for both Gujarati and Marathi are exactly the same. The only difference displayed in Table 1 
is the phonetic transcription of each sound. 
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affricate sounds as voiced aspirated, voiced unaspirated, voiceless aspirated and voiceless 
unaspirated, all of which are significant in altering meaning within speech. Though a minimal 
quadruplet does not exist which presents all four contrasts, Gujarati does have numerous 
sets of minimal pairs that clearly display the voicing and aspiration distinction. For example, 
with regards to the voiced unaspirated, Gujarati speakers would be heard using: 
Gujarati - [બાર] 
Transliteration - /bar/ 
Grammar - num.sg. 
Translation - ‘twelve’ 
Such speakers would also be heard articulating the first phoneme with aspiration in order to 
change its meaning, as shown below: 
 Gujarati - [ભાર] 
Transliteration -/bʰaɾ/ 
Grammar - n.sg. 
 Translation - ‘burden’ 
 
Likewise, in relation to the voiceless phonemes, the following minimal aspiration-contrast 
pair can be found to be used in the language. 
For voiceless unaspirated: 
Gujarati - [કાન] 
Transliteration - /kan/ 
Grammar - n.sg.masc. 
Translation - ‘ear’ 
And for voiceless aspirated: 
Gujarati - [ખાન] 
Transliteration - /kʰan/ 
Grammar - n.sg.masc. 
Translation - ‘Khan10’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
10 A popular surname used widely in the Indian sub-continent.   
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2.7. Linguistic sketch of English 
This section examines the sound system of the second language concerning this thesis: 
English.  
2.7.1. English sound system 
English is made up of twenty-four consonants and twenty vowels, the former of which is 
demonstrated below in Table 2. 
 Table 2: An IPA Chart of all the consonants in British English (Roach, 2004). 
Unlike Gujarati which has sixteen stops, English has only 6 (nearly three times less than 
Gujarati). Although it is only the retroflex position that is not present in the English 
language, the reason for such a contrast between the number of stop sounds in English from 
Gujarati is due to the fact that the former does not mark a contrast between aspiration in 
order to change meaning. Thus, each stop sound, like most sounds from other manners of 
articulation, are divided into voiceless and voiced. Furthermore, English does not form a 
contrast in terms of tone or phonation. It is “characterised only by consonantally 
conditioned, prosodic and sociolinguistic variations in voice quality” (Krieman et al.) This 
means that English only differs its voice quality on a supra-lexical level. Thus, English does 
not use voice quality to differ otherwise identical lexical items, but rather speakers of 
English use voice quality as intonational features, which vary depending on the 
sociolinguistic context.  
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2.8. Voice Onset Time 
As this thesis will specifically consider the influence of Gujarati on English plosives, more 
details need to be discussed regarding voice onset times of the plosives in each language. 
Firstly, however, a broad overview of voice onset time is provided below. 
During the second half of the twentieth century, researchers began to heavily 
explore the voicing contrast in stops (see: Fischer-Jorgensen, 1954; Lisker and Abramson, 
1964; Docherty, 1992; Bohn and Flege, 1993). Lisker and Abramson’s (1964) famous cross-
language study of word-initial stops across eleven languages provided us with one of the 
earliest explanations of voice onset time. They defined it as “the time interval between the 
burst that marks release of the stop closure and the onset of quasi-periodicity that reflects 
laryngeal vibration” (Lisker and Abramson, 1964, 422). Following on from their cross-
language report, several other scholars have continued to investigate the topic further, 
including Keating et al. (1983) who explored voice onset time in fifty-one languages, and 
Cho and Ladefoged (1999) who studied eighteen languages. 
Lisker and Abramson (1964) proposed that voice onset time, based on the eleven 
languages in their study, can be divided into three groups: -125ms to -75ms, 0ms to +25ms, 
and +60ms to +100ms (1964, p. 403), which can also be labelled as prevoicing/voicing lead, 
short lag and long lag respectively11. However, as this arrangement clearly shows, there are 
gaps between the three ranges, and thus not all languages can be incorporated into one of 
the three classifications. Consequently, Cho and Ladefoged (1999) considered the groupings 
of VOT in further detail, and proposed that this acoustic cue is more accurately organised 
within four categories: unaspirated (mean VOT=30ms), slightly aspirated (mean VOT=50ms), 
aspirated (mean VOT=90ms), and highly aspirated (mean VOT=over 90ms) (Cho and 
Ladefoged, 1999, p. 223).  
Researchers have used these aforementioned studies as the premise and foundation 
for their own reports. English, due to its undeniably widespread presence on a global level, 
has been the most investigated language regarding VOT. However, scholars have also 
examined other languages, some of which include French (Caramazza et al. 1973), Spanish 
(Flege and Hammond, 1982; Fellbaum, 1996) and Arabic (Khattab, 2000; Flege and Port, 
1981). In spite of VOT being a prevalent acoustic parameter to research, there is a lack of 
VOT literature for Gujarati. From the limited Gujarati data that is accessible as well as from 
the substantial information regarding English, details of the categories into which the two 
languages fit will be discussed in Sections 2.7.2. and 2.8.2. respectively. 
In spite of voice onset time being a prevalent acoustic measurement used to 
calculate the timing of voicing in stops, there are several scholars (see Caramazza et al., 
1973; Bohn and Flege, 1993) who have proposed that VOT may not be an essential acoustic 
key to the perception of voicing in stops as it was originally deemed to be. Docherty (1992) 
claims that VOT is an excessively limited acoustic cue as it merely concentrates on voicing in 
                                                          
11 Lisker and Abramson (1964) defined the terms voicing lead and voicing lag. The former entails VOT 
measurements that occur before the release burst and thus have negative values, whereas the latter entails 
VOT measurements that occur after the release burst and thus have positive values. 
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word-initial stops, and thus disregards those stops that are in word-medial and/or word-
final positions. Nonetheless, even with the studies that suggest the inadequacies of voice 
onset time, the wider literature still deem it to be a chief acoustic cue that phonologically 
distinguishes between voiced and voiceless stops. As this thesis will exclusively consider 
stops in word-initial position, Docherty’s (1992) criticism will not apply nor affect this thesis.  
Using the above understanding of voice onset time, the following two sections (2.9 
and 2.10) will outline the acoustic qualities of VOT in Gujarati and English.  
 
2.9. The acoustics of VOT in Gujarati 
Although the phonemic characterisation of Gujarati exists (see: Nair, 1979; Pandit, 1961; 
Turner, 1921), scholars have only begun to study Gujarati on a phonetic level within the last 
few decades. This is partially due to Gujarati having fewer speakers than its Indian sub-
continental counterparts, as well as the fact that most speakers of the language are 
concentrated within the state of Gujarat as opposed to being geographically dispersed, 
making it difficult to study the language within bilingual contexts. The principal focus of the 
studies that have been undertaken relate to phonation, due to the fact that Gujarati is one 
of only two languages that marks a contrast between modal and breathy phonation across 
vowels and consonants (see: Esposito & Khan, 2012; Khan, 2012; Vupalla and Bhaskararoa, 
2014; Fischer-Jørgensen, 1967). Examples of minimal pairs that show phonation contrast in 
vowels are displayed below in Table 2. 
Table 3: Minimal pairs of modal and breathy voice in Gujarati.  
As Table 2 illustrates, Gujarati possesses two sets of vowels. Both sets are entirely the same 
with regards to the position from which the vowels are articulated. However, one set is for 
modal phonation whilst the other is for breathy phonation. With regard to VOT, there is a 
possibility that the vowel phonations may affect consonants, therefore this has to be born in 
mind through the course of this study.  
The majority, albeit not all, of the literature that concentrates on phonation in 
Gujarati is rather recent. As a result of such a distinctive characteristic being present in the 
language, scholars have paid thorough attention on this topic. However, other acoustic 
                                                          
12 The IPA diaeresis of two dots under the vowel represents the breathy nature of the phoneme. Note that this 
diacritic is only for breathy vowels. The diacritic for breathy consonants is Xʰ. 
Modal voice Breathy Voice 
IPA Gloss IPA12 Gloss 
/pɔr/ Last year /pɔr̤/ Dawn 
/mɛl/ Dirt /mɛl̤/ Palace 
/ar/ Obstruction /a̤r/ Bones 
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attributes such as fundamental frequency (f0), intensity and segmental duration, although 
they may be common across all languages, are yet to be explored within Gujarati. 
One of the acoustic attributes that is virtually absent from the phonetic literature of 
Gujarati, and yet is “the most extensively investigated and most voluminously reported” 
(Hewlett & Beck, 2006) attribute in other languages, is voice onset time. The only research 
paper that has been found within the literature is a short report by Rami et al. (1999) who 
investigated the burst frequency and voice onset time of four velar stops in Gujarati: the 
unaspirated /k/and /g/ and the aspirated /kʰ/ and /gʰ/. Despite the narrow focus on only 
one place of articulation, the results of their study can still be used as a base rate with which 
we can compare the findings of this thesis, or at least the findings for the same phonemes. 
Rami et al. (1999) discovered that the mean VOT for the aspirated voiceless plosive /kʰ/ was 
considerably longer than the unaspirated voiceless stop /k/. However, the findings for the 
voiced plosives /g/ and /gʰ/ were too close together to suggest any statistical difference. 
Table 3 below displays the mean VOT of their results. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4: Mean VOT (and standard deviations in brackets) for the four velar Gujarati stops (Rami et 
al., 1999, p. 3737). 
As can be seen in Table 3, both the voiced unaspirated and aspirated plosives /g/ and /gʰ/ 
respectively have negative VOT values and thus is voicing lead. Whereas, the voiceless 
unaspirated and aspirated /k/ and /kʰ/ are situated on the positive region of the VOT 
continuum, and thus are voicing lag. According to Cho and Ladefoged’s (1999) classification 
of stop sounds, the unaspirated phoneme /k/ lies almost exactly in between the 
‘unaspirated’ (mean VOT of 30ms) and the ‘slightly aspirated’ (mean VOT of 50ms) 
categories. The aspirated /kʰ/, however, is situated between the ‘slightly aspirated’ and 
‘aspirated’ (mean VOT of 90ms) groups, yet there is a slight leverage towards the latter. 
Thus, it is evident that even Cho and Ladefoged’s (1999) categorisation of VOT values are 
still too wide to fully understand where Gujarati stop sounds are positioned on the VOT 
continuum. 
 Furthermore, it is indeterminate whether Rami et al.’s (1999) findings will be 
replicated in this thesis due to the lack of control of the demographic variables of gender 
and age. With regards to the former, Rami et al. (1999) used six males in their investigation 
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as opposed to only two females; for the latter, the participants had a mean average age of 
33.6 years.  
Despite the acoustic literature of Gujarati being rather scarce, other genetically-related 
languages13 from South Asia and their acoustic properties have been extensively 
investigated. Lisker and Abramson (1964), for example, in their cross-language study of 
voice onset time examined Hindi as well as Marathi, both of which are Indo-Aryan 
languages. Table 4 below shows the voice onset time measurements that were found for 
Hindi in their study.  
 Voice Onset Time (ms) 
 
 
Voiced 
Stop 
Consonants 
/b/ Unaspirated -85 
/bʰ/  Aspirated -61 
/d/  Unaspirated -87 
/dʰ/ Aspirated -87 
/g/  Unaspirated -63 
/gʰ/ Aspirated -75 
 
 
 
Voiceless 
Stop 
Consonants 
/p/ Unaspirated 13 
/pʰ/  Aspirated 70 
/t/ Unaspirated 15 
/tʰ/ Aspirated 67 
/k/ Unaspirated 18 
/kʰ/ Aspirated 92 
Table 5: Mean measurements of Voice Onset Time in Hindi (Lisker and Abramson, 1964)14. 
 
Table 4 illustrates that all voiced stops, regardless of whether they are aspirated or not, 
have negative voice onset time values. What is interesting in Lisker and Abramson’s (1964) 
study is that their findings for Marathi were extremely similar to those of Hindi. Thus, there 
may be a possibility that, due to Hindi and Marathi – two linguistically-related languages –
bearing the same results, Gujarati would too yield similar results.  
Furthermore, the results from the pilot study that was undertaken at an 
undergraduate level is a further insight into what results may ensue from this thesis. The 
pilot study – which explored the production of only English alveolar stops by British-Gujarati 
speakers across three generations – found that, as the generations became younger, the 
VOT for voiceless stops became longer. Additionally, the target words articulated in isolation 
had a higher VOT than when articulated within a sentence. The results for the voiced stops, 
however, were much less clear. Nevertheless, this experimental study does suggest that 
there may be a negative correlation between VOT and age. 
                                                          
13 This refers to the languages within the Indo-Aryan branch of Indo-European languages. The Indo-Aryan 
branch is the dominant language family within the Indian subcontinent.  
14 The findings for the retroflex phonemes /ʈ/, /ʈʰ/, /ɖ/ and /ɖʰ/ have been omitted from the table as they will 
not be analysed in this thesis. 
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2.10. The acoustics of VOT in English  
More so than other languages, researchers have investigated English in relation to various 
acoustic parameters. With regards to voice onset time, Keating (1984) reports that “English 
divides up the VOT continuum with some lead values but mainly short lag vs. long lag” 
(1984, p. 43). This reinforces the findings of Lisker and Abramson (1964) who also states 
that English stops present values on both sides of the VOT continuum.  
Table 6 below displays the proposed VOT values for English voiced and voiceless stop 
sounds. The measurements of both American English (Lisker and Abramson, 1964) and 
British English (Docherty, 1992) are shown in order to fully explain the ranges that span 
across the VOT continuum as well as to recognise the differences between the two dialects. 
 
 Table 6: Mean measurements of VOT in American English and British English 
 
As can be seen in the table, there is a general pattern that can be identified across the 
dialects. Both American English and British English have short lag values for voiced stop 
consonants and thus all fall into the ‘unaspirated’ category established by Cho and 
Ladefoged (1999), whilst all the voiceless stop consonants are located in the upper end of 
the ‘slightly aspirated’ region. In spite of the fact that both dialects fall within the same area, 
British English has higher VOT measurements for voiced stops and lower VOT 
measurements for voiceless stops than American English. As all of the participants for this 
thesis speak a variation of British English, it is expected that their VOT values for English will 
bear resemblance to Docherty’s (1992) results, and thus it is apt to use his findings as a 
comparison for this thesis.  
 
 
 
 
 
Voice Onset Time (ms) 
 Lisker and Abrasmon (1964) 
[AE] 
Docherty (1992) 
[BE] 
 
Voiced Stop 
Consonants 
/b/ 1 15 
/d/ 5 21 
/g/ 21 27 
 
Voiceless Stop 
Consonants 
/p/ 58 42 
/t/ 70 64 
/k/ 80 62 
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2.11. Bilingualism 
The nature of VOT values belonging to a certain language is not as straightforward when 
numerous languages are spoken within the same vicinity and by a single speaker. As briefly 
mentioned in Section 2.5., Batley is home to various ethnic communities which includes the 
Gujarati, Punjabi, English and Polish. Therefore, it is undoubtedly the case that the town is a 
bilingual setting in which there is inevitable contact.  
 
2.11.1. Language contact and second language acquisition 
Despite each ethnic group in Batley having their own sense of solidarity with others who 
share the same heritage background, there is no doubt that the geographical setting has 
created a physical community to which everyone, regardless of culture, belongs. As a result, 
language contact in the form of koineization often arises, as new dialects or koines become 
the product of years of community interaction15. Mufwene (2001) aptly describes this 
condition of contact as a ‘feature pool’ in which various features of several languages are 
brought together. Speakers can then obtain features from this pool, in a somewhat assorted 
fashion, in order to eventually form a new variety or language.  
Scholars in the field of language contact in relation to second language acquisition 
have differed between language transfer and language interference. The former appears to 
be ‘more controlled and often socially loaded occurrence’ (Newlin-Åukowicz, 2014) of shift 
of a language feature from a speaker’s first language (L1) to their second language (L2) 
(Sankoff, 2002). The latter, however, is more uncontrolled and unintentional and typically 
reflects a speaker’s process of acquisition of a second language. In many cases, a speaker’s 
late acquisition of an L2 means that they continuously speak the L2 with a foreign accent, 
both in its production and perception. Work in this field has argued that interference from 
an L1 does not usually exist in the speech of successive generations (Thomason & Kaufman, 
1988), however these generations may choose to intentionally retain and transfer elements 
of interference rather than losing it. 
However, interference or transfer from an L1 to an L2 is not the only possibility that 
has been proposed by scholars. As mentioned in the Introduction, there are reports of 
bidirectionality where an L2 language influences an L1 or both influence each other 
simultaneously. According to Flege’s Speech Learning Model (1995), “phonetic categories 
established in childhood for L1 sounds evolve over the life span to reflect the properties of 
all L1 or L2 phones identified as a realization of each category” (Flege, 1995, p. 239). In other 
words, the phonetic subsystem of an L1 is not in a rigid nor fossilised state, but rather is 
constantly changing and is contingent on the new languages that are acquired. However, if 
the L2 becomes the dominant language, it may become free of all interference from the L1 
and consequently lead to the attrition of the first language. The final, albeit rare, possibility 
is that the L1 and L2 languages do not interfere at all. The two languages do not share the 
                                                          
15 Though the formation of new languages is common, it is unlikely to occur in a British setting in which English 
is still used in the wider domain. 
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same phonetic space, and thus each language can be compared to the speech of 
monolingual speakers.  
 
2.11.2. Language contact and VOT 
A bilingual environment may sometimes affect only a few particular aspects of a language. 
Researchers have investigated the influence of voice onset time by bilingual speakers in the 
past few decades. Flege (1987) examined French-English bilingual speakers residing in their 
non-heritage country. He found that native French speakers living in the USA articulated the 
voiceless stop /t/ with a longer, more ‘English-like’ (Flege, 1987, p.47) VOT than French 
monolinguals, and the American speakers residing in France produced the same plosive with 
a French-like VOT. Likewise, Major (1992) discovered that his native American-English 
subjects living in Brazil and who learnt Portuguese as a second language began to shorten 
down their VOT, i.e. more Portuguese-like, in their English speech. Khattab (2000) reinforces 
this as she found that her Arabic-English bilingual children used the characteristic English 
VOT for both English and Arabic stops, the latter of which suggests that such VOT influence 
occurs at any age. All three of these studies strengthen the theoretical concept that an L2 
influences an L1, particularly upon migration to a country in which the L2 is the dominant 
language, although this is not the case in Khattab’s (2000) study.  
With regard to languages from the Indian subcontinent, McCarthy et al. (2003) 
discovered that Bengali immigrants who moved to the UK in their early 20s articulated 
English stops with a Bengali-like VOT, whereas those Bengalis born in the UK had the same 
production of stops as British-English speakers. The British-born speakers correlate with the 
aforementioned concept of an L2 interfering with an L1, however those Bengali speakers 
who migrated to the UK provide support than an L1 can and does interfere with an L2, 
particularly when the L2 is acquired late. Heselwood and McChrystal (1999) reported that 
British-born Punjabi speakers living in Bradford used voiceless stops like those speakers who 
had learnt Punjabi in Pakistan. However, the voiced Punjabi stops were uttered in the same 
way as the English voiced stops. Heselwood and McChrystal (1999) put this down to the 
influence English (the L2) has on Punjabi (the L1) as well as the broad linguistic changes that 
are occurring in the Bradford Punjabi community.  
The majority of the literature, therefore, suggests that a speaker’s VOT value of their 
L1 can be influenced by other languages spoken in the community in which they live, 
however there is still the possibility that the L1 can interfere the L2.  
 
2.12. Summary 
The literature in this chapter has provided a clear report regarding the linguistic background 
of English and Gujarati as well as how the two languages have geographically and historically 
come into contact. In particular, the acoustic information for each of the two languages has 
been discussed. Studies undertaken by Lisker and Abramson (1964), Docherty (1992) and 
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Rami et al. (1999) indicate that English has a high positive VOT (long lag) for voiceless stops 
and low positive VOT (short lag) for voiced stops, whereas Gujarati has low positive VOT 
(short lag) for voiceless stops and negative VOT (voicing lead) for voiced stops. The literature 
has also displayed that VOT can be affected by other languages. Using information from this 
chapter, the next chapter will consider the methods that were used in order to test these 
aforementioned ideas further.  
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3. METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter sets out the methods used in this project. This will begin in Section 3.1, which 
will discuss the criteria that was applied for recruiting participants. The focus will then move 
onto the sampling process (Section 3.2), the data that was elicited (Section 3.3) and how it 
was collected (Section 3.4), the recording technicalities (Section 3.5), the impact of the 
fieldworker (Section 3.6), and lastly the methods used to examine the data (Section 3.7). 
 
3.1. Participants 
Participants in this experiment are defined based on linguistic and demographic qualities, 
which include: language background, sex, age and region. Each of these will be explained in 
the subsequent subsections. There were in total twelve participants that were chosen for 
this study. Prior to gathering these participants, ethical approval was obtained from the 
School of Music, Humanities and Media’s Research Ethics Committee.  
 
3.1.1. Language Background  
All participants were required to be of Gujarati ethnicity, which is defined here as their 
parents/grandparents being born in Gujarat, India16. Participants were also expected to 
have native-like fluency in Gujarati. Although the term ‘native’ is rather subjective, the 
general requirement was that the participants could all understand Gujarati when it was 
spoken to them as well as sustain a conversation in the language17. 
Additionally, it was necessary that all the participants had competency in speaking 
and understanding English. This aspect of the criteria was easily met by the majority of the 
participants, due to being born in the UK and therefore receiving maximum exposure to the 
language. However, it was rather problematic obtaining first-generation participants (those 
born in India) who could speak English, due to the fact that their exposure to English only 
started upon their arrival to the UK, which was nearly always past the critical age of 
acquisition (Lenneberg, 1967). As a result of this, the standard of English proficiency was 
lowered for the first-generation, which allowed me to obtain speakers who had basic 
abilities in the language as opposed to the second and third generation of speakers who had 
maximum proficiency.  
                                                          
16 Note that whilst selecting participants it was not essential that the subjects considered themselves to be of 
Gujarati ethnicity. This is because the term ethnicity is rather subjective, and there may be many people whose 
parents/grandparents are from Gujarat but they do not deem themselves to be of Gujarati ethnicity. 
Therefore, it appeared to be more fitting to categorise Section 3.3.1. as ‘language background’. 
17 Here, ‘sustain a conversation’ refers to a fluent conversation with a native speaker of Gujarati (born in 
Gujarat). 
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It is also worth noting, that despite not being a requirement, many of the participants 
were fluent in Urdu, mainly due to its links to the Islamic religion18. 
 
3.1.2. Sex 
Variables were restricted to only focus on female productions, and results will only be 
discussed in relation to females and not males. The reason for this was not only to control 
the investigation but also because of the researcher’s access to female speakers within her 
circle of acquaintances.  
 
3.1.3. Age 
In order to assess the differences in this apparent-time research (see: Labov, 1963; Eckert, 
1997, Bailey et al., 1991), three age categories were formed and in each of which were four 
participants. The three categories were: 
 60+ years old 
 39-46 years old 
 18-25 years old 
These age groups were purposely chosen due to the fact that they are loosely 
based on three generations. Before discussing each age group, it needs to be noted that 
scholars disagree with who is classified as ‘first generation’. In the age brackets above, the 
members of the 60+ group migrated to the UK in their early-mid teenage years with their 
parents. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the term generation refers to 
‘...designating a member of the first (or second, etc.) generation of a family to do something 
or live somewhere; spec. designating a naturalized immigrant or a descendant of 
immigrant parents…’ (OED, 2009). This suggests that those who originally migrated and 
have now passed on as well as those in the 60+ age bracket above can both be considered 
to be first generation. Scholars have attempted to eliminate this ambiguity by coining the 
term ‘1.5 generation’ (Rumbaut, 2004), which refers to those people who migrate during 
their early teens, i.e. the 60+ age group. However, in order to avoid confusion, the 60+ age 
bracket will be referred to as the first generation, the 39-46 age bracket will be referred to 
as the second generation, and the 18-25 age bracket will be referred to as the third 
generation.  
With regards to Romaine’s (1995) typology of bilingualism, all three generations 
parallel Type 6 of Romaine’s model, named ‘Mixed Languages’ (1995, p. 185). In this 
category, the parents are bilingual speakers (of English and Gujarati) and code-mix both 
languages within the home. However, it is likely that the first generation, due to their late 
                                                          
18 Urdu is written in the Perso-Arabic script, which originates from the script used in the Quran, the holy book 
for Muslims. All of the participants in this study identified as Muslim. 
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arrival to the UK, also correspond with Romaine’s (1995) Type 3: ‘non-dominant home 
language without community support’ (1995, p.184). Typically, these speakers are usually 
migrants who do not speak the dominant language of the community in which they reside. 
It is likely that despite being able to speak basic English, the first generation use their native 
tongue and communicate with their children in only Gujarati 
The selection of these three age brackets is extremely similar to the age range that 
was chosen for the pilot study. The span of the age groups for both the first generation 
(60+) and the third generation (18-25) have remained identical for this thesis, and 
representative of their respective generations. However, the age bracket for the second 
generation in the pilot study was fixed as 33-40 years. Thus, there was a sizeable twenty 
years between the first and second generation and merely eight years between the second 
and third. This research has amended the arrangement of this bracket so as to position the 
second generation exactly in the middle of the age continuum, thus there are exactly 
fourteen years between each category. Consequently, the new gaps between each age 
category are broad, yet are not too wide that a complete generation is overlooked. 
 
3.1.4. Region 
The participant pool was further narrowed by the region in which the participants resided. 
All of the participants lived exclusively in the town of Batley (See Section 2.5 for more 
information), and have done so their entire lives. This is with the exception of the first 
generation that moved from Gujarat.  The reason for choosing such a town is not only due 
to its proximity to the researcher, but also because Batley conveniently has no major ethnic 
community from outside of the Indian subcontinent. This works well in our favour for an 
accurate gathering of results due to the fact the prospects of recognising the influence of 
Gujarati and English upon each other is much higher than it would be in major cities such as 
London in which the linguistic diversity is so vast that it becomes problematic to ascribing 
changes to one certain language.  
 
3.1.5. Naming 
With the purpose of maintaining participant anonymity, the names of all the participants 
were changed to names that are used within the British-Muslim community. Each of the 
twelve participants were ordered by age and subsequently given names alphabetically from 
A to L.  
 
3.2. Sampling 
Using the above criteria, a total of twelve participants were gathered. The sampling process 
was a combination of convenience sampling as well as random sampling. As I, as the 
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researcher, am of Gujarati ethnicity, the first point of contact that was explored was family 
and friends within the immediate vicinity19. Following on from this, the process had a 
snowball effect as some of the participants put forward their family members/friends, 
providing that they met the set criteria. 
Figure 5 below exemplifies the distribution of participants within Batley according to 
their postcodes. The three colours illustrate each of the three generations that are 
considered in this thesis. 
 
Fig. 5: A map illustrating the distribution of participants in Batley. Blue squares signify the first 
generation, orange squares signify the second generation and orange squares signify the third 
generation (Adapted from Google Maps, 2016).  
 
3.3. Data 
This section details the data collected to elicit stop consonants for analysis. 
Unlike the pilot study, which due to the size of the experiment could consider only the 
alveolar stops /t/ and /d/, this thesis investigates all of the stops that are present in English. 
                                                          
19 The same family and friends that were involved in the pilot study were not recruited again for this thesis. 
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This includes all of the English voiceless and voiced bilabial, alveolar and velar stops: /p b t d 
k g/.  
In order to obtain accurate VOT measurements, four word-initial20 target stimuli 
were selected per stop sound. Thus, as there are six stop sounds in English, a total of 
twenty-four words were chosen to be presented to the participants. Taking inspiration from 
Esposito and Khan (2012), all of the target stimuli were derived from ordinary contexts, such 
as food items or objects within the home, and belonged to no specific semantic field. This 
was purposely the case so that the familiarity with the words would discourage the 
participants from using a formal register.  
 
Below in Table 7 is the list of the twenty-four words that were displayed to the 
participants.  
 Word 1 Word 2 Word 3 Word 4 
/p/ pen paper pyjamas picture 
/b/ biscuit bag banana bottle 
/t/ table towel train tomato 
/d/ dog doctor dress door 
/k/ kitchen cat carpet key 
/g/ garden gate goat grapes 
Table 7: A table of all twenty-four words shown to the participants. 
To parallel many previous studies (see Lisker & Abramson, 1967; Adams, 1987; Khan, 
2012), the method used to gather data was by placing the target stimuli within sentences21. 
Three sentences were concocted for each word, and each sentence was written on a 
flashcard22. Each of these cards was individually presented to the subjects who were simply 
required to read the word out loud. The sentences were all on average three to five words 
long so as to accommodate for the first generation’s basic abilities in speaking English.  
The positioning of the target stimuli differed in each of the three sentences. In the 
first sentence, the target stimuli were placed at the beginning of the sentence as the first 
word. In order to form grammatical sentences, all of the nouns were pluralised so that they 
could follow a Subject-Verb-Complement structure. Examples include: ‘Towels are soft’ and 
‘Gardens are green’ (See Appendix 8.1 for a list of all of the sentences). The second set of 
sentences for each of the target stimuli required that the words were positioned at the 
midpoint of the sentence. Every target stimulus in this set of sentences was preceded by a 
word ending in a voiceless plosive, for example ‘That dog is big’ and ‘The top garden is 
clean’. With regards to the last set of sentences, the target stimuli were placed at the end of 
the sentence and were all preceded by a word ending in a voiceless fricative, for example ‘I 
                                                          
20 Word-medial and word-final stop sounds were not investigated in this thesis.  
21 These sentences, although are grammatical, were not all semantically appropriate. 
22 The material used for these flashcards were thick card in order to minimise unnecessary background noise, 
which would have been the case if thin paper was used.  
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like both pictures’ and ‘Get yourself paper’. The purpose of creating three sets in each of 
which the target stimuli were positioned at various points within the sentence was to create 
a comprehensive understanding of the impacts of structure on Voice Onset Time. 
This procedure of collecting data through sentences is a developed technique from 
that which was employed in the pilot study. In this preliminary experiment, the participants 
were asked to use the target stimuli in a sentence of their own formation. However, this 
proved to be rather problematic as this entrustment of power to the speakers caused them 
to feel self-conscious23. Furthermore, several of the voiced word-initial tokens collected 
from the pilot study had to be discounted due to the fact that the VOT of the stop sound in 
the target stimuli could not be measured as there was continued voicing from the previous 
word. Therefore, for the purpose of thesis, it was simpler to provide the participants with a 
pre-produced sentence. This allowed me to control the position of the target stimuli in the 
sentence as well as to arrange it in such a way so as to avoid this problem of continued 
voicing, hence the reason why the target stimuli are preceded with voiceless plosives and/or 
fricatives. Moreover, this pre-produced sentence also operated as a control as it meant that 
all the speakers articulated the same sample. 
 
3.3.1. Total number of data tokens 
In sum, every participant was provided with twenty-four words that were positioned into 
sentences. As each word was placed within three sentences, a total of seventy-two cards 
were presented to each participant, which provided me with a plentiful seventy-two tokens 
of VOT per speaker. As twelve participants were involved in this experiment, the overall sum 
of tokens that were collected for acoustic analysis was eight hundred and sixty-four. 
However, twenty tokens had to be removed due to the difficulty of measuring the VOT in 
such words24, leaving a total of eight hundred and forty-four tokens for analysis. This 
extensive figure was substantial enough that any conclusions drawn from the results were 
from statistically significant grounds rather than unsystematic, inadequate data.  
 
3.4. Data collection process 
The process of collecting the above tokens of data included a formal review of the ethical 
aspects of the study as well as giving careful instructions to the participants. 
At least three days prior to the recording procedure, participants were given a 
consent form (see Appendix 8.5) and an information sheet (see Appendix 8.3), the latter of 
                                                          
23The participants in the pilot study who felt self-conscious needed tremendous prompting. This was not only 
an inefficient use of time but this self-consciousness may have also impacted the VOT measurements in their 
speech. 
24 The main difficulty which resulted in the removal of twenty tokens was continued voicing from the word 
preceding the target word. Although the data was carefully chosen to avoid this problem, it could not account 
for the idiolect of each participant.   
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which explained the purpose of the thesis to the participants. However, in order to prevent 
the subjects from feeling self-conscious, the information sheet stated that the aim of the 
research project was to investigate whether there was a correlation between bilingualism 
and eyesight. By modifying the focus of the thesis from pronunciation to vision, the 
participants were less likely to alter their accent, thus decreasing the chances of a 
production that is atypical of their everyday style of speech. All participants were provided 
with a minimum of three days to decide whether they wanted to partake in the study. In 
order to uphold ethical practices, the participants were, upon the conclusion of the 
recording procedure, informed about the real objectives of the thesis and thus were given 
the more accurate information sheet (see Appendix 8.4). They were then provided with at 
least 7 days to decide if they still wanted to participate. If they chose to remain in the study, 
their signed consent form was collected from them thereafter. 
During the recording procedure, the participants were shown one flashcard at a 
time. No limit was set for the time that each flashcard was held up to the participant as 
setting a limit may have increased the participants’ speaking tempo, thus resulting in a 
decreased VOT. Having said this, no participant took more than ten seconds to read out 
each of the sentence flashcards. After each card, participants were provided with a ten 
second pause before the show of the next card. This short interval between each stimulus 
was to ensure the speakers were comfortable with the pace. This recording procedure 
approximately took twenty-five minutes per participant. 
 
3.5. Recording 
All of the data that was collected was recorded so that it could later be analysed 
acoustically. Acoustic analysis was chosen to be the focus of the study in order to consider 
productions that may be difficult to capture auditorily.  
 
3.5.1. Recording Equipment 
All of the tasks carried out with the speakers were taped using a Zoom H2n Voice Recorder 
that was positioned between 30cm and 40cm from the mouth. The recordings were then 
transferred onto a computer via a USB cable that directly attached to the recorder. It is 
worth noting that a smartphone could have been utilised instead as the quality of which 
almost matches that of the recorder and is sufficient enough for acoustic analysis (see De 
Decker and Nyez, 2011). However, a recorder was preferred due the precise nature of 
measuring voice onset time, which thus necessitates a high signal-to-noise ratio. 
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3.5.2. Recording Location 
All of the recordings took place in either my own home or the homes of the participants. 
Although the recordings were for acoustic measurements and thus the quality needed to be 
clear, a laboratory environment was purposely not chosen. Despite there being no ambient 
noise in such a setting, there was the increased risk of the participants altering their speech 
to a formal register. Hence, it was more important to ensure the participants felt 
comfortable than to attain high quality, yet unnatural, data. In order to increase the quality 
of the data within the home, the recording took place in the quietest room as well as the 
room with the fewest hard surfaces, due to the fact that hard surfaces “reflect sound and 
thus compromise the clarity of the speech signal” (Podesva & Sharma, 2013, p.176). 
Furthermore, the recorder was placed no further than two feet away from every participant 
so as to guarantee that the distance between the participant and the recorder were equal in 
all of the recordings.  
 
3.6. The impact of the fieldworker on the data 
As all of the participants were from within my social circle (family and friends), the 
environment was inevitably relaxed and upbeat. Consequently, the participants felt 
comfortable with my presence, which encouraged them to maintain a casual register in 
their speech. As I am also of Gujarati ethnicity and a fluent speaker of the language, the 
participants deemed me as an ‘insider’. Therefore, there was no awkwardness with regards 
to being recorded or speaking in English (particularly for the first generation for whom 
English is not their first language). Entering a community in which I am already an affiliate 
meant that I was required to convert from being an ‘ordinary community member’ to a 
‘fieldworker’. In order to present this transition, all of the recording procedures maximised 
the level of formality by means of interview-like seating arrangements. However, as they 
still viewed me as an insider, it was hoped that this arrangement did not affect the 
participants’ speaking register.   
With regards to minimising the possibility of the participants accommodating their 
speech style to mine, the recording procedure was deliberately designed to require the least 
amount of vocal input from my role as the fieldworker. Hence, the entire procedure 
involved flashcards.  
 
3.7. Acoustic Measurements 
All of the recordings that were obtained were afterwards analysed in Praat in order to find 
the voice onset time of each of the word-initial target stimuli. Voice onset time is defined as 
“the time interval between the burst that marks the release of the stop closure and the 
onset of the quasi-periodicity that reflects laryngeal vibration” (Lisker and Abramson, 1964, 
p. 422). 
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3.7.1. Waveforms  
In order to understand how VOT can be measured in Praat, we must first be able to 
recognise the different types of waveforms. Waveforms of speech sounds can be 
categorised into four groups: quiescent, transient, periodic and random, each of which are 
illustrated below in Figures 6 to 9. A quiescent waveform is simply a pause of speech or the 
closure of the vocal folds. A transient waveform is illustrated by a burst of air. A periodic 
waveform works by cycles that are identical and constantly repeated whilst a random 
waveform does not have a recurring cycle or pattern, and can therefore also be defined as 
aperiodic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6: Quiescent waveform (left). (Hewlett & Beck, 2006, p. 109). 
Fig. 7: Transient waveform (right). (Hewlett & Beck, 2006, p. 109). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8: Periodic waveforms of the vowel /u/ (top), the nasal consonant /n/ (middle), and the 
approximant /l/ (bottom). (Hewlett & Beck, 2006, p. 108). 
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Fig. 9: Random waveforms of the fricatives /s/ (top), /ʃ/ (middle), and /f/ (bottom). (Hewlett & Beck, 
2006, p. 109). 
 
Finding the start at which voice onset time is measured is relatively uncomplicated due to 
the fact that it is simply at the place where the waveform changes from quiescent to 
transient. In other words, the speaker’s articulators obstruct the airway and thus the vocal 
folds do not vibrate, which is represented by the flat line (Fig. 6). After this point, the air 
pressure that builds up during the quiescent phase is released with a burst (Fig. 7). Thus, the 
beginning of this burst is also the beginning of where voice onset time is measured. This is 
particularly visible when analysing the voiceless stops /p t k/, however there is difficulty 
when marking the start of VOT for voiced stops due to the continued voicing from the word 
preceding the target stimuli as well as due to prevoicing. Voiced stops will be discussed on 
page 12. 
With regards to signposting the point at which voice onset time ends for a voiceless 
plosive, the area where the waveform transforms from transient to periodic or random is 
found. Distinguishing between the transient and periodic/random waveforms is rather 
straightforward due to the fact that a transient waveform decays very quickly and 
subsequently alters into a regular pattern i.e. periodic (Fig. 8).  
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3.7.2. Voiceless stops 
To clearly demonstrate how voiceless stops were measured in Praat, a screenshot of a 
target stimuli being analysed on the software is provided below in Figure 10. The word being 
analysed is ‘tablet’ and the pink, highlighted area of the sound waves indicates the rough 
margins within which voice onset time is measured. 
Fig. 10: A screenshot that illustrates the starting and ending point of voice onset time for the word 
‘tablet’. 
The highlighted portion of the sound waves in Figure 10 represents the transient 
waveforms, and the circled number directly below this area is the measurement of VOT in 
seconds. However, as VOT spans across a relatively small dimension, it is more appropriate 
as well as straightforward to multiply the circled number by 1000 and thus work with 
milliseconds. Therefore, in the example above, the VOT is 62.9ms (after rounding it to 1 
decimal place). 
Figure 10, however, is an approximate measurement due to the target stimuli being 
measured from a broad view. In order to attain more accurate results, each and every word-
initial plosive was highlighted and subsequently enlarged in order to ensure that the exact 
points of VOT were marked. Figure 11 below is a zoomed-in version of the same target word 
‘tablet’. 
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Fig. 11: A zoomed-in screenshot that illustrates the starting and ending point of voice onset time for 
the word ‘tablet’. 
A more narrow display of the target stimuli allows for more accurate markings. As can be 
seen in Figure 11, the VOT measurement is 64.4ms. Though this is only a 1.5ms difference 
from the measurements taken in Figure 10, it was extremely important to attain precise 
measurements so that the analysis based on the findings was as truthful as it could be.  
 
3.7.3. Voiced stops  
Voiced stops were measured and categorised into two different types: positive VOT and 
negative VOT. Each will be explained in the subsections below.  
 
 
3.7.3.1. Positive VOT 
Those voiced stops in which positive VOT was present was found using the same procedure 
that was utilised during the measuring of the voiceless stops. Figure 12 below is the 
vocalisation of the sound /d/ and the start of the vowel /ʌ/ in the word ‘dustbin’. The 
highlighted area illustrates the transient waveforms of the plosive. As indicated by the red 
circle there is a short VOT of 8ms.  
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Fig. 12: A screenshot that illustrates the articulation of the stop sound /d/ said at the start of the word 
‘dustbin’. 
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3.7.3.2. Negative VOT 
Measuring voiced stops which possessed negative VOT (or prevoicing) required looking at a 
different reference point. Negative VOT refers to when the onset of vocal fold vibration 
precedes the release of the plosive. Therefore, this required me to measure the period that 
followed the quiescent waveforms but which came before the burst. Figure 13 below is a 
screenshot taken from Praat of the word ‘digital’.  
Fig. 13: A screenshot that illustrates the articulation of the stop sound /d/ said at the start of the word 
‘digital. 
The highlighted area in Figure 13 displays an extensive amount of voicing prior to the 
burst shown within the green square. This onset of phonation lasts for an extensive 45ms. 
However, as it occurs before the release of the plosive, the VOT has a negative value and is 
therefore -45ms. 
All of the results recorded from the participants articulating the target stimuli fit into 
one of the above acoustic transcriptions. In order to ensure reliability and accuracy, some of 
the measurements were checked by my supervisor. The results that were gathered as a 
result of following the methodological outlines of this chapter will be illustrated and 
discussed in the following chapter.   
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4. RESULTS 
 
This chapter will present the results gathered from the data25 and thus address the first half 
of Research Question 1 that is posited in the Introduction. The first half of the question is 
‘What are the word-initial VOT values for /p b t d k g/ of the data across the three 
generations?’ 
The first section will report the general differences between each of the three generations. 
It will subsequently examine the individual distinctions between participants. The final 
section of this chapter will group all the generations together and will consider the results 
with regards to the three positions of the target words within the utterances: utterance-
initial, utterance-medial and utterance-final. 
 
4.1. General findings 
Figure 14 below is a bar chart which shows the mean VOT values for each of the three 
generations across all phonemes and across all three positions of the target word within the 
utterance. The phonemes, however, have been separated into the two groupings of 
voiceless and voiced. The y axis represents the three generations that are in focus for this 
thesis, and the x axis displays a line of measurement in the unit of milliseconds26, stretching 
from -20ms to 80ms. The blue blocks of data in the chart represents the voiceless 
phonemes, whilst the orange data represents the voiced phonemes. 
Fig. 14: The mean VOT values for the voiceless and voiced stops for each of the three generations. 
                                                          
25 The data of all eight hundred and sixty-four tokens can be found in Appendix 8.2 
26 Note that this measurement using milliseconds includes negative numbers as well.  
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A noticeable change can be seen in Figure 14 above. With regards to the voiceless stops, the 
mean VOT increases as the age of the generation decreases. The first generation have a 
mean VOT of 16.2ms, the second generation have a mean VOT of 52.8ms and the third 
generation have a mean VOT of 57.6ms. There is an average difference of 36.6ms between 
the first and second generation, but this gap reduces between the second and third 
generation as there is a difference of only 4.8ms. This presents a clear progression from the 
Gujarati-like production of voiceless stop sounds (short lag) towards the English-like 
production (long lag). 
The results for the voiced stops, however, do not reach broad ranges across the 
positive and negative VOT spectrum like the voiceless stops do. The first generation is the 
only age group that has a mean value of negative VOT at -7.3ms. This is most likely because 
all of the participants within this generation produced at least some of their target words 
with the Gujarati-like lead voicing. Yet, as Figures 18, 19 and 21 below show, members of 
the second and third generation also used negative VOT, though much less frequently. The 
second generation have a mean VOT of 4.9ms and the third generation have a mean VOT of 
3.1ms, both of which are extremely close to near-zero VOT. Like the voiceless stops, there is 
again only a minor difference of 1.8ms between the second and third generation. However, 
it is the second generation that has a higher mean VOT value than the third generation.  
Although Figure 14 above portrays the general overview of the findings, the results 
need to be considered further in order to find individual differences between each 
participant as well as each of the three positions of the target word. Sections 1.2, 1.3 and 
1.4 will analyse such findings for each of the 12 participants. 
 
4.2. First Generation 
Figures 15, 16 and 17 below present the results for the first generation with regards to the 
positioning of the target word in an utterance as utterance-initial, utterance-medial and 
utterance-final respectively.  
In all three of the figures in this section, the y axis represents each of the four 
members of the first generation, which follows an alphabetical order as it moves down the 
axis. The x axis represents the unit of measurement (milliseconds – m/s), the ranges of 
which vary in each chart. The mean findings for all six of the phonemes are illustrated for 
each participant, which first starts with the voiceless stops and subsequently the voiced 
stops. For visual ease, a different colour is used for each of the phonemes. These colours are 
consistently used for all of the figures. The key displaying such colours is situated on the 
right hand side of the charts.  
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Fig. 15: The mean VOT values for each member of the first generation when the target word was in 
utterance-initial position. 
 
In Figure 15 above, all of the VOT values for the voiceless plosives exceeds no higher than 
21.5ms, thus all are within the short lag range. The mean VOT for all three of the voiceless 
stops combined is similar for all four participants. Ayesha has an average VOT of 13.3ms, 
Barirah has 13.6ms, Cameelah has 13.7ms and Dina 13.4ms. Therefore, no participant can 
be argued to have the substantially highest VOT.  A common aspect between all four of the 
participants is that the stop sound /p/ was produced with the lowest VOT than any other 
voiceless plosive27. For three of the participants, the VOT increased as the place of 
articulation moved further back in the mouth. Hence, /p/ was followed with a /t/, which had 
a higher VOT and then /k/, which had the highest VOT. The only exception to this was Dina 
who articulated /t/ with a higher VOT value than /k/. 
The results for the voiced plosives are much more varied, yet they do show signs of 
Gujarati-like VOT. Each participant produces two out of the three voiced plosives with 
negative VOT, therefore eight out of the twelve voiced stops (67%) are prevoiced. Ayesha 
has the highest negative VOT for the plosive /b/ at -48.2ms, which is followed by Dina at -
37.7ms. However, Barirah and Cameelah both have zero VOT for the same plosive, placing 
these two participants at the extreme start of English-like VOT.  All of the participants apart 
from Dina produce /g/ with negative VOT. With regards to /d/, Ayesha is the only 
participant to produce this stop sound with positive VOT and thus has the strongest English-
like production for any of the voiced plosives for the first generation at utterance-initial 
level. 
                                                          
27 In Ayesha’s data, the bar for /p/ is 0.1ms shorter than the bar for /t/.  
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Fig. 16: The mean VOT values for each member of the first generation when the target word was in 
utterance-medial position. 
 
In Figure 16 above, like Figure 15, all four of the participants produce higher VOTs for 
voiceless stops when the place of articulation is further back in the mouth. Thus, /k/ has the 
highest VOT value, which is followed by /t/ and then /p/. Ayesha, Barirah and Cameelah all 
have slightly increased their VOT values for when the target sound was in utterance-medial 
position than they did when the sound was in utterance-initial position. However, Dina’s 
VOT values for each of the three voiceless plosives is significantly higher than its utterance-
initial position as well as higher than the other participants, thus she has the highest range. 
The biggest rise is in her articulation of the plosive /k/, which presents an increase of nearly 
30ms and is extremely similar to an English-like production.  
With regards to the voiced stops, Barirah and Cameelah, who both had zero VOT for 
the plosive /b/ in utterance-initial position (Figure 15), continue to produce the same 
plosive with zero, or near zero, VOT values. However, one of the most striking observations 
that can be made regarding the voiced stops is that the majority of the articulations have 
positive VOT. Dina displays her acoustic range by producing the highest voiced sound at 
29ms. However, the average VOT value for voiced stops from the other three participants is 
7ms. Interestingly, all four of the participants produce /g/ with a higher VOT. This is not only 
higher than the voiced stops /b/ and /d/, but also than the voiceless stops /p/ and /t/28. This 
is an unusual feature of the data as voiceless stops typically have a higher VOT than voiced 
stops in order to mark a difference in voicing.  
                                                          
28 This excludes Cameelah whose voiced stop /g/ does not exceed /t/ but does exceed the values of /p/, /b/ 
and /d/.  
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Fig. 17: The mean VOT values for each member of the first generation when the target word was in 
utterance-final position. 
 
In Figure 17 above, the results for the voiceless plosives are similar to that in Figures 15 and 
16. There is typically an increase in VOT values from utterance-medial position to utterance-
final position. Dina produces the highest VOT values for all six of the stop sounds and all are 
on the positive side of the VOT continuum. Given all three of the first generation’s data, it is 
evident that Dina has the most English-like articulations for all of her stop sounds. The other 
participants, however, continue to vary between positive and negative VOT. Barirah is the 
only participant to articulate with negative VOT in at least one of the voiced stop sounds at 
utterance-initial, utterance-medial as well as utterance-final place.  
 
4.3. Second Generation 
Figures 18, 19 and 20 below illustrate the mean VOT values for the second generation. In 
these three figures, the y axis displays the four members of the second generation, starting 
from E and ending with H. The x axis represents the measurement used to assess the VOT, 
which here is milliseconds (m/s). The same colours used to illustrate the phonemes in the 
figures for the first generation (Figures 15, 16 and 17) are applied here also. The key which 
symbolises the colours is positioned on the right-hand side of the figures.  
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Fig. 18: The mean VOT values for each member of the second generation when the target word was 
in utterance-initial position. 
 
Figure 18 above does not appear to present a strong relationship between VOT values and 
place of articulation. However, it does illustrate that all of the participants in the second 
generation pronounce voiceless plosives with a higher VOT than the majority of the first 
generation (Figure 15). Fatimah produces the highest VOT values for the plosives /p/ and 
/k/, which reaches 68.8ms and 80.2ms respectively. Ghazala produces the lowest VOT for 
the plosive /p/, whilst Haafizah has the lowest VOT value for /t/. These values are, 
nevertheless, higher than any of the first generation’s productions at utterance-initial level 
(Figure 15). Furthermore, Ghazala and Haafizah, despite presenting a narrow range in their 
articulation of /p/, still show a range that extends to at least 50ms in their production of /t/ 
and /k/. All of the voiceless VOT values in Figure 18, therefore, fit within a range on the VOT 
continuum that is expected of English plosives (Cho and Ladefoged, 1999; Docherty, 1992).  
Like Figure 15, Figure 18 also produces eight of the twelve voiced stops with negative 
VOT. This is expected of the first generation as negative VOT is an acoustic attribute of 
Gujarati. However, it is surprising that British-born speakers of English also produce 
Gujarati-like VOT values. Whilst the members of the first generation all articulate two out of 
three of their voiced stops with negative VOT, the second generation do not show the same 
consistency. Rather, it appears to be dependent on individual differences. Eliza prevoices 
only /g/, whereas Ghazala articulates all three of her voiced stops with negative VOT. 
Despite such individual differences, however, all four of the participants articulate at least 
one voiced stop with negative VOT, suggesting that the findings may be more than simply 
idiosyncratic speech patterns.  
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Fig. 19: The mean VOT values for each member of the second generation when the target word was 
in utterance-medial position. 
 
Similar to Figure 16, all apart from two of the voiced stops in Figure 19 above are produced 
with positive VOT. Fatimah, like in the findings for the utterance-initial position (Figure 18), 
produces the highest VOT values for her voiceless stops as the bottom end of her range 
starts from no less than 65ms. Figure 19 also indicates an overall increase in VOT values 
from utterance-initial position to utterance-medial position. Based upon the mean values, 
the plosive /p/ increases by 1.2ms, and /k/ increases by 5.4ms. However, the stop /t/ 
decreases by 0.1ms. 
With regards to the voiced stops, the velar plosive /g/ has the highest VOT value 
from all three voiced stops and for all participants. It is also higher than the VOT values for 
the plosive /g/ produced by the first generation at utterance-medial level. However, the 
VOT for /g/ does not exceed the VOT values for any of the voiceless stops, like it does in 
Figure 16 for the first generation. There also appears to be a positive relationship between 
VOT values and place of articulation, which has so far only been observed with voiceless 
plosives. It is therefore apparent that the velar position of the mouth allows participants to 
produce the highest VOT whereas bilabials the least.  
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Fig. 20: The mean VOT values for each member of the second generation when the target word was 
in utterance-final position. 
Figure 20 above illustrates that utterance-final position is the only point at which all 
members of the second generation produce positive VOT for both voiceless and voiced 
stops. It is now evident that Dina’s results from the first generation is more similar to the 
second generation than her own respective category. This places her within the English 
range of VOT values, despite her being born in Gujarat and learning English as a second 
language. 
Furthermore, Ghazala and Haafizah continue to produce /t/ with a shorter VOT than 
Eliza and Fatimah, as they did in Figures 18 and 19. This suggests that their acoustic range 
for the bilabial position does not surpass 40ms. However, we know that Ghazala’s and 
Haafizah’s acoustic capabilities stretch higher than 40ms due to the fact that their 
productions of /t/ and /k/ from utterance-final position as well as from utterance-medial 
position are between 40 and 60ms. 
With regards to the voiced stops, Fatimah and Haafizah present a positive 
relationship as VOT values increase when the place of articulation moves further back in the 
mouth. Haafizah’s articulation of /g/ exceeds the VOT for her production of the voiced stop 
/p/ by 1.9ms. Eliza is the only participant in Figure 20, as well as from all the other Figures 
thus far, to present a negative relationship between her voiced stops and place of 
articulation. Her production of /b/ has a mean VOT of 20.2ms, /d/ has a VOT of 18.4ms and 
/g/ 17.8ms. Her results, therefore, show an increase of VOT values when the place of 
articulation is closer to the front of the mouth as opposed to the back. 
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Overall, there appears to be very small differences between the members of the 
second generation at utterance-final level as the findings for all four participants are within 
the English-like range.  
 
4.4. Third Generation  
Figures 21, 22 and 23 below illustrate the results found for the third generation. The y axis 
for the three figures shows the four participants of this generation which starts at I and ends 
with L. Upon the x axis is the measurement of milliseconds (m/s) used to demonstrate the 
VOT values. The colours have remained consistent from the previous figures, and the key for 
which is located on the right-hand side of all the charts. 
Fig. 21: The mean VOT values for each member of the third generation when the target word was in 
utterance-initial position. 
 
In Figure 21 above, the findings show both positive and negative VOT. As Figure 14 in 
Section 4.1 states, the third generation have higher VOT values for their voiceless plosives 
than the second generation, which creates a considerable difference between the first and 
third generation. Whilst the stops /t/ and /k/ see an increase, the stop sound /p/ sees a 
decrease by 2ms from the second generation to the third generation. In fact, the highest 
VOT value for /p/, /t/ and /k/ are all produced by members of the second generation. 
However, the mean value makes the third generation’s VOT conclusively higher than the 
second generation. 
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Figure 21 illustrates that eight out of the twelve voiced stops have negative VOT 
values: a feature that was shown in Figures 15 and 18 also. However, what is interesting 
here is that two of the four participants prevoice all three of their voiced stops. In the first 
generation, there was no participant that had negative VOT for all three plosives. However, 
the second generation did have one participant (Ghazala) who had negative VOT for all 
three plosives. Therefore, there is an increasing number of participants who prevoice per 
generation. Furthermore, four out of the eight negative VOT values are at least, or exceeds, 
-60ms. No members of the second generation produce voicing lead of this duration and 
neither do any members of the first generation, apart from Cameelah in her articulation of 
the stop sound /d/.  
Fig. 22: The mean VOT values for each member of the third generation when the target word was in 
utterance-medial position. 
From all the utterance-medial bar charts (see Figures 16 and 19), Figure 22 above is the only 
one in which all participants consistently produce both voiceless and voiced stops with 
positive VOT at utterance-medial level. Similar to what we have seen from the other 
generations, the VOT values increase from utterance-initial position to utterance-medial 
position for the stop sound /p/, which rises by 5.1ms. However, unlike Figures 16 and 19 in 
which there is an increase in VOT values in other plosives, Figure 22 above displays a 
reduction of 0.2ms from utterance-initial position for the stop /k/ and a 2.4ms reduction for 
the stop sound /t/. Khadijah once again produces /t/ and /k/ with the highest VOT as well as 
for /p/, which was not the case in Figure 21. Inayah’s production of /p/ is the shortest VOT 
value from all the voiceless stops and from all four participants at utterance-medial level. 
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She is the only participant who presents a decrease of VOT from utterance-initial level for 
the bilabial plosive /p/, whilst the other three participants display considerable increases.   
Two of the participants, Khadijah and Laila, present a positive relationship between VOT 
values and place of articulation, however Inayah and Jameelah do not present the same 
trend. Khadijah who has the highest negative VOT during utterance-initial position has the 
highest positive voice onset for all of her voiced stops than any other participant. This, along 
with her high range of VOT values for voiceless stops, suggests that she is at the extreme 
end of English-like articulation. 
Fig. 23: The mean VOT values for each member of the third generation when the target word was in 
utterance-final position. 
The results from utterance-final position in Figure 23 above are extremely similar to the 
findings from Figure 22. The plosives /p/ and /k/ see an average increase from utterance-
initial and utterance-medial positions, however there is a decrease of 2.2ms in utterance-
final position for /t/ than for the values in utterance-medial position. Khadijah continues to 
have the highest VOT values for /k/, which reaches a significant 84.8ms as well as for /p/, 
which has a measurement of 59ms. However, unlike Figure 22 in which Khadijah has the 
highest VOT values for both voiceless and voiced stop sounds, this is not the case for Figure 
23 above. Inayah has the highest VOT measurement for her articulation of /g/, which is the 
highest value for any of the voiced stops that are produced by the third generation. 
However, she continues to present the lowest VOT value for her articulation of /p/. 
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4.5. Positioning of the target word 
From Figure 24 to Figure 29 below, the participants have been grouped into their respective 
age category and have all been compared in relation to where the target word is placed in 
the sentence. Utterance-initial is presented in Section 4.5.1., utterance-medial in Section 
4.5.2., and Section 4.5.3. displays the results from utterance-final position. These three 
subsections discuss the results for solely the voiceless stops. Section 4.5.4 discusses all of 
the voiced stops as a whole from the previous three sections (Figure 24 to Figure 29). 
 For each position of the word in the utterance, a bar chart is first presented to display the 
mean VOT values, which is followed by a line graph that visually displays the connections 
between the three generations. Figures 24 and 25 display all the results for utterance-initial, 
Figures 26 and 27 display the results for utterance-medial and Figures 28 and 29 display the 
findings for utterance-final. As opposed to Figures 14 to 23 above which present each 
participant separately, the subsequent charts allow us to compare the generations together 
with regard to the three different positions of the target words.  
In Figures 24, 26 and 28 (the bar charts), the y axis displays the groupings of the 
three generations. The x axis displays the unit of measurement used to measure the VOT, 
which again is milliseconds (m/s). Every chart specifies the results for all six of the 
phonemes, starting with the voiceless stops and then the voiced stops.  
In Figures 25, 27 and 29 (the line graphs), the y axis displays the unit of 
measurement (m/s) and the x axis displays the three generations. For all the Figures from 
Figure 24 to Figure 29, a key is provided on the right-hand side to explain the colour scheme 
for each stop sound. 
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4.5.1. Utterance-initial 
Fig. 24: A bar chart showing the mean VOT values for all articulations at utterance-initial position. 
 
 
Fig. 25: A line graph showing the trend of the mean VOT values for all articulations at utterance-
initial position. 
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A significant finding in Figures 24 and 25 is that VOT values increase as the generation 
becomes younger. For the second generation, the VOT values for /p/ increases from the first 
generation by 35.2ms, /t/ increases by 40.9ms, and /k/ sees an increase by 39.6ms. 
Whereas from the second generation to the third generation, the stop /t/ increases by 
9.1ms (a difference of 57.5ms from the first generation), and the stop sound /k/ increases 
by 7.5ms (a difference of 47.1ms from the first generation). However, the bilabial stop /p/ 
sees a decrease by 2ms from the second generation to the third generation.  
 
4.5.2. Utterance-medial 
Fig. 26: A bar chart showing the mean VOT values for all articulations at utterance-medial position. 
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Fig. 27: A line graph showing the trend of the mean VOT values for all articulations at utterance-
medial position. 
 
Like Figures 24 and 25 for utterance-initial position, the VOT values increase across 
the generations. The plosive /p/ rises by 35.1ms from the first generation to the second 
generation, /t/ rises by 40.1ms, and /k/ rises by 35.2ms. However, from the second 
generation to the third generation, the stop sounds /p/ as well as /k/ increases by 1.9ms, 
whilst /t/ increases by a much higher 7.1ms.  
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4.5.3. Utterance-final 
Fig. 28: A bar chart showing the mean VOT values for all articulations at utterance-final position. 
 
Fig. 29: A line graph showing the trend of the mean VOT values for all articulations at utterance-final 
position. 
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In Figures 28 and 29 above, the trend from the first generation to the second generation is 
as follows: the stop sound /p/ increases by 33.4ms, /t/ increases by 33.3ms, and /k/ 
increases by 33ms. This makes it apparent that utterance-final position has the most 
consistent and reliable rise from all three positions of the target word from the first 
generation to the second generation. However, from the second generation to the third 
generation, /p/ rises by 4.9ms, /t/ rises by 5.2ms, and /k/ rises by 7.1ms. For all three 
positions of the target word within the utterance (including Sections 4.5.1. and 4.5.2) as well 
as for all three voiceless stops, the biggest increase appears between the first and second 
generation, which becomes only a short rise between the second and third generation.  
Furthermore, the results indicate in all six figures and for all three generations that 
there is a positive relationship between increased VOT values and place of articulation being 
moved towards the rear of the mouth. All three generations typically present an increase 
from utterance-initial to utterance-medial and from utterance-medial to utterance-final. As 
explained, the second and third generation have much higher ranges than the first 
generation, and therefore present much more acoustic potential.  
 
4.5.4. Voiced stops 
In contrast, an upward trend is not consistently noticeable between all three 
generations for the voiced stops, however it can be seen between the first generation and 
the second generation. This is then typically followed by a decrease from the second 
generation to the third generation. Suggestions of this are presented in the stop sounds /d/ 
and /g/ at both utterance-medial and utterance-final position. Like the voiceless stops, the 
biggest difference is between the first and second generation, whereas the second and third 
generation only present a slight variance.  
Another important finding is that all three generations use negative voice onset time 
at utterance-initial level in Figures 24 and 25. The patterns are the most similar for the first 
and third generation as the velar stop /g/ has the lowest negative VOT, followed by /b/ and 
then /d/. However, for the second generation, the opposite pattern applies as /d/ has the 
lowest negative VOT, followed by /b/ and then /g/. The second generation’s values for /b/ 
and /g/ are the smallest from all three generations. Nevertheless, all three generations 
displayed negative values for voiced stops which implies that, when the target word has no 
context before it, the stop sound is subject to negative VOT.  
However, this pattern is not mirrored in Figures 25 and 26 as the majority of voiced 
stops are produced with positive VOT at both utterance-medial and utterance-final level, 
suggesting that environment is extremely important. The second generation in Figure 25 
only has one stop sound that sits on the negative side of the VOT continuum as the plosive 
/b/ has a mean VOT of -2.1ms, largely due to Eliza’s high negative value of the stop sound 
/b/ in Figure 19. In Figure 26, at utterance-final position, the /b/ moves to the positive side 
of the VOT continuum as /d/ and /g/, which have the highest positive VOT values for voiced 
stops from all three generations. The first generation in Figure 26, however, articulate /b/ 
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and /d/ with negative VOT at utterance-final position. It is only the third generation that 
produce all voiced stops with positive VOT at both utterance-medial and utterance-final 
place. 
 
4.6. Summary 
Taking all three age groups and all six stop sounds into consideration, the 
participants display a wide range of VOT values that ranges anywhere in between -100ms 
and +120ms. Although this demonstrates the linguistic variation of Gujarati speakers, clear 
patterns can and have been identified. Such patterns provide insight into the linguistic 
make-up of Gujarati speakers in Batley, as well as bringing forward ideas of identity, familial 
relations, and social networks. Interpretations for all of the findings that have been reported 
in this chapter will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter will discuss and put forward various suggestions for the results presented in the 
previous chapter. It will do this by considering each generation in turn, starting from the 
first generation. The discussion will then consider the sociocultural implications of the data 
gathered.  
 
5.1. Overall discussion 
The overarching result is that, as the generations become younger, the VOT values change 
from Gujarati-like – short lag for voiceless stops and voicing lead for voiced stops – to mainly 
English-like – long lag for voiceless stops and short lag for voiced stops. This clearly suggests 
that those participants who are born in India and learnt English as a second language (L2) 
upon their arrival to the UK are still predominantly influenced by Gujarati, i.e. their L1. This 
influence is not such that the findings for the first generation are just slightly lower than the 
values of English, but they are also lower than the proposed Gujarati VOT values stated by 
Rami et al (1999). Although their short investigation only considers velar stops, their findings 
of -37.3ms for /g/ and 40.6ms for /k/ are still much bigger than the results for the first 
generation in this thesis. To understand the factors why Gujarati influences the first 
generation more than the other generations, we need to assess what is different across 
these age brackets.  
The primary difference between the three generations is the age at which the 
participants acquired English. It has been argued by several scholars that the sequential 
acquisition of an L2 language that differs from a monolingual acquisition of solely the L2 is 
dependent on the age at which the L2 is acquired (Flege, 1991; Kang & Guion, 2006). Hence, 
“the L2 is learned through the filter of the L1” (Antoniou et al., 2010, p. 558). The first 
generation began their acquisition of English upon their arrival to the UK, which took place 
whilst they were between the ages of eight and fourteen years old. Although they can speak 
basic English, the majority of the first generation still are not fluent in the language. It is 
likely that when they started learning English as their L2, the phonological categories of 
Gujarati (their L1) were already fully formed, and interfered with the acquisition of English’s 
phonological structures. Despite going to school and learning English academically29, the 
first generation who had moved to a new land had very few established family members in 
                                                          
29 Members of the first generation typically went to school until the age of 15 – the compulsory age until which 
they were obliged to stay in education (Education Act, 1944). Depending on the age at which they arrived in 
the UK, the number of years this generation went to school and acquired English varies between 1 to 8 years. 
Very few members went on to further education.  
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the in-migrant30 community and even fewer contacts outside of their community, leading 
them to use Gujarati more. Consequently, the phonological categories of the L1 were 
continuously reinforced, making the acquisition of the L2 even more difficult.  
On the other hand, the second and third generation were born in the UK and were 
exposed to both English and Gujarati during their childhood. They therefore established the 
phonological categories of each language at the same time. Researchers have stated that for 
simultaneous bilinguals, there is no cognitive interference or a struggle for common 
phonological space as both languages are acquired extremely early on and concurrently 
form two separate mental systems (Fromkin et al., 2013). From the outset, this theory 
regarding the age at which the L2 is learnt and thus the number of phonological categories 
the participants have appears to be a reasonable justification.  This is in view of the results 
in Figure 14 (page 43) which present a movement from Gujarati-like to English-like VOT 
values across the generations. The next subsection will focus solely on the first generation 
and assess whether this theory or any other theory can allow us to contextualise the first 
generation’s findings. 
 
5.2. First generation 
As explained in Section 5.1, the initial judgement from the results is that the age at which 
the L2 is learnt had an impact on the first generation’s Gujarati-like VOTs. However, this 
justification presupposes that the first generation should theoretically always have Gujarati-
like articulation and the British-born second and third generation should always possess 
English-like VOT values. Although the general overview of the results from Figure 14 
presents this, the individual findings from Figures 15 to 29 are much more varied. Three 
members of the first generation, Ayesha, Barirah and Cameelah, present comparable results 
at all three positions of the target word in the utterance. However, Dina’s results, 
particularly at utterance-medial and utterance-final level, reaches much higher VOT values 
than her counterparts in her generational age bracket. She is the only participant in the first 
generation to reach over 20ms for her articulation of /t/, over 40ms for /k/, as well as the 
only participant to have all positive VOT values for voiceless and voiced stops at utterance-
final level (Figure 17). This latter feature is a key aspect of the second and third generation 
at utterance-final position to which Dina resembles, albeit with slightly lower values. 
Therefore, the age at which the L2 (English) is acquired cannot be the sole reason as to why 
the first generation have lower VOT values than the second and third generation. It is one of 
the many potential reasons; however, Dina’s production of near English-like VOT values 
affirms that it is not the only possible explanation. 
                                                          
30 In-migrant refers to those people arriving (in this case, to England) from another country (India). In other 
words, the first generation are all in-migrants. 
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Following brief interviews with the participants regarding their backgrounds, it was 
found that Dina and her husband live with their children - who are in their 40’s - whilst 
another daughter and six grandchildren live next door. She therefore sees her children and 
grandchildren on a daily basis. Ayesha and Cameelah, however, live alone and see their 
grandchildren once a week. Barirah lives with her husband and her son who is in his 20s. All 
four of the participants reported to predominantly use Gujarati. However, only Dina 
reported to use a mixture of both Gujarati and English with her grandchildren, though 
Gujarati, which she described as her favoured language, was used more often. Using this 
information, it may be possible to explain why Dina has the most English-like VOT values. 
Her consistent exposure to British-born speakers of English with whom she converses on a 
daily basis provides Dina with the chance to use English, which has potentially influenced 
her own English production, and strengthened her use of long lag values in voiceless stops 
and short lag values for voiced stops at utterance-final level. This supports theories of the 
importance of the length and quality of L2 input (Flege, 1998; Flege & Liu, 2001) as well as 
the opportunity for L2 output (Cummins, 2000). However, we need to bear in mind that the 
VOT values of Dina’s stops are still lower than the VOTs of the stops from the second and 
third generation. Although there is a present influence of English in Dina’s speech which is 
beginning to remove prevoicing from her phonological repertoire, the fact that she still 
predominantly speaks Gujarati and holds an “emotional attachment to the L1” (Flege et al., 
1997, p. 171), means that she maintains VOT values that have not fully assimilated to 
English’s phonological categories.  
Dina’s results are not the only evidence of VOT values that do not correspond with 
the hypothesised results. The other three participants from the first generation also use 
both Gujarati-like and English-like VOTs for voiced stops by moving across both sides of the 
VOT continuum. For example, Ayesha has negatives values for /b/ and /g/ and positive 
values for /d/ (Figure 15). Barirah and Dina both prevoice the stop /b/ at utterance-medial 
position in contrast to the other stops which all have positive VOT (Figure 16). The same can 
be seen at utterance-final position at which Ayesha, Barirah and Cameelah use both positive 
and negative VOT. Ayesha at utterance-medial position produces all voiceless and voiced 
stops with positive VOT: a feature that was earlier stated that Dina uses at utterance-final 
position as well as a feature that is almost constant for the second and third generation. 
However, Ayesha, as do Barirah and Cameelah, regularly use only Gujarati and have very 
little exposure or interaction to English speakers. We know that such interaction with 
English speakers has an impact on VOT as Dina has higher VOT values than Ayesha’s as well 
as Barirah’s and Cameelah’s use of short lag voicing 60% of the time. Thus, the theories of 
the quality of L2 input and opportunity for L2 output proposed by Flege (1998) and 
Cummins (2000) still stand as Dina is still more English-like in her articulations. However, 
these theories do not account for why other members of the first generation still produce 
some voiced stops with English-like values. An explanation for this could simply be due to an 
unintended influence from English after having lived in England for over forty years. 
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Although the first generation are native speakers of Gujarati, the separation from their 
native country for several decades means that it is inevitable for VOT values to be less 
Gujarati-like and more English-like.  
Nonetheless, this does not explain why the VOTs for the first generation’s voiced 
stops remain extremely low at an average of 16.2ms when Gujarati VOT values are typically 
positioned much higher on the VOT continuum in other studies (Rami et al., 1999). A 
possible explanation for this could be the flashcards that were presented to the participants. 
On these flashcards were the target words and sentences written in English. Like many 
other Indo-Aryan languages, Gujarati marks a phonemic contrast between unaspirated and 
aspirated stop sounds. In a transliteration of Gujarati speech, this contrast is depicted with a 
/h/, e.g. /p/ (unaspirated) and /ph/ (aspirated)31. It is highly possible, and has been 
supported by other scholars also (see Rao, 1961), that when these participants read the 
flashcards, they assumed that the voiceless stops in English – a language that does not mark 
a phonemic distinction – were meant to be unaspirated, and thus articulated these stops 
with a lower VOT than they normally would for aspirated sounds. This could also be the 
reason as to why the findings from this generation are even lower than the findings from 
Rami et al.’s (1999) study of Gujarati velar stops32. 
 
5.3.  Second and third generation: an overview 
In contrast to the first generation, on the opposite end of the spectrum is the second and 
third generation who all are fluent in both English and Gujarati. The majority of these 
participants’ VOT values for voiceless stops vary between ‘slightly aspirated’ and ‘highly 
aspirated’ (Cho and Ladefoged, 1999), ranging mainly from 40ms to 85ms. However, from all 
the thirty-six voiceless stops from the second generation, seven of the tokens are what Cho 
and Ladefoged (1999) would classify as ‘unaspirated’ due to them having a mean VOT value 
of 30ms. For the third generation, the number of tokens in the unaspirated range reduces to 
four. With regard to the voiced stops, seven out of the eight participants from these two 
generations use a mixture of both positive and negative VOT, constantly switching between 
the two at different positions of the utterance. The results for these two generations are 
remarkably similar. Both generations have a mean difference of 4.8ms for the voiceless 
stops and a 1.8ms difference for the voiced stops (Figure 14). These participants are all born 
in the UK and learnt Gujarati from their parents, due to the fact that such acquisition of 
Gujarati is “an integral part of family background (and) a sign of…local identity” (Blom and 
Gumperz, 2007, p. 76). At the same time, there is constant contact with English, especially 
from the onset of full-time education. Consequently, the second and third generation are 
                                                          
31 Note that in a transliteration the diacritic /ʰ/ becomes an orthographic /h/. 
32 Although Rami et al. (1999) only studied velar stops, they found that the unaspirated /k/ had a VOT value of 
40.6ms and the aspirated /kʰ/ had 75ms, both of which are much higher than the results of this study. 
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raised with two identities: the inherited Gujarati identity that is acquired from birth and the 
English identity that is acquired from the host community.  
However, the reason for the third generation having a higher mean VOT for voiceless 
stops than the second generation is most probably owing to how often each language is 
spoken within the home. The members of the second generation were asked what 
language(s) they were brought up with; all four participants responded with Gujarati. This is 
unsurprising as the second generation were raised by in-migrant parents who, although 
learnt to speak basic English, found it easier to use their native language in a foreign 
country. It was only until the second generation attended preschool that their acquisition of 
English began. Nonetheless, the immigrant community was still so close-knit that Gujarati 
remained a language used with neighbours, in local shops as well as in other general 
community services. On the other hand, when the third generation were asked the same 
question of what language(s) they were brought up with, all the participants reported a 
varied mixture of both English and Gujarati, which expectedly is a consequence of their 
parents – the second generation – being native speakers of English. As a result, it is likely 
that the higher usage of the host language English within the home has allowed the third 
generation to produce slightly higher mean VOT values than the second generation who 
were raised with more Gujarati than English in the household. The following two sections 
will focus on the second and third generation more comprehensively in an attempt to 
individually consider both of these age groups’ findings.  
 
5.4. Second generation 
This section will be split into two subsections. Section 5.4.1. will focus on voiceless stops, 
and section 5.4.2. will focus on voiced stops. 
 
5.4.1. Voiceless stops 
Section 5.1 stated that the second generation’s VOT values were higher than the findings for 
the first generation, and the third generation’s voiceless stops were bigger than the values 
found for the second generation. However, it is in fact Fatimah from the second generation 
who maintains the highest VOT results for the stops /p t k/ from all twelve participants. 
Fatimah has the highest VOTs for /p/ and /k/ at utterance-initial and utterance-medial 
position (Figures 18 and 19) and the highest VOT for /t/ at utterance-final position (Figure 
20) than any participant from her age category as well as the participants from the third 
generation. It is unexpected of a second-generation subject who was raised with only 
Gujarati in the household to have more English-like results than those participants from the 
third generation who typically have greater exposure to English, both within and outside the 
home.  
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During interviews, the second generation were asked for contextual background; it 
was revealed that Fatimah is the only member of the second generation who works full-
time. Eliza works part-time, Ghazala is a full-time carer for her mother who lives with her 
and Haafizah is a housewife. These occupational differences are possibly important to 
consider as they may affect VOT production. Fatimah’s profession in a school environment 
requires her to speak English for most of the day. She also reported that her daughter 
speaks basic Gujarati, whilst her son can only speak English. As a result, the most used 
language within the home is English. All three other participants reported using either an 
equal mixture of both languages or more Gujarati than English33. Consequently, this 
persistent use of English in Fatimah’s household in her adult life is a contrast to the 
predominant usage of Gujarati during her childhood, which has most likely been the reason 
behind her extremely high VOTs. Pandit (1977) comments that the second-generation 
speakers of in-migrant parents living in the west renounce their native tongue in favour of 
the area’s most dominant language, which indicates that “language shift is the norm and 
language maintenance an exception” (1977, p. 9). This remark, on the most part, appears to 
be accurate and pertinent to the findings of this thesis. The second generation, and by 
extension the third generation, present an extreme shift from native Gujarati to English by 
moving out of their heritage community and building networks with a wider range of people 
from various backgrounds. This is reflected in Fatimah’s, as well as all of the other members 
of the second generation’s, English-like VOTs that are dissimilar from that of the first 
generation.  
 
5.4.2. Voiced stops 
Despite the abovementioned marked shift from the first generation to the second 
generation, members of the second generation still at times articulate voiced stops with the 
values associated with Gujarati. For example, at utterance-initial position, Ghazala uses 
negative VOT for all three voiced stops, which we can perhaps assume is due to her position 
as a full-time carer to her monolingual-Gujarati mother who lives in the same household. 
This is possibly also why Ghazala has the lowest VOT values for her voiceless stops four out 
of a possible nine times34. Her living conditions of Gujarati being the dominant language of 
her home has reduced her VOTs, not necessarily down to the VOT values of Gujarati itself35, 
but rather to a moderately low long lag/high short lag range. Such voiceless stops parallel 
the results from Haafizah, who has the lowest VOT values for voiceless stops for the other 
five times out of nine. Thus, Ghazala and Haafizah together make up all of the times when 
the lowest VOT for voiceless stops is used. Both of these participants do not have an 
occupation that requires them to have an extensive number of social networks outside of 
                                                          
33 The latter was only reported by Ghazala 
34 The nine has been obtained from the fact that /p t k/ is reiterated at three positions of the utterance.  
35 Ghazala’s VOT values for voiceless stops are still higher than those from the first generation. 
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their heritage community. This, combined with the fact that they were born into a close-knit 
immigrant environment from which they did not move away by means of gaining 
employment, has most likely allowed them to continuously strengthen the phonological 
variants of Gujarati. Thus, occupation, or lack of, is a possible covariate of VOT.  
Ghazala’s and Haafizah’s results that have been discussed above imply that 
occupation may influence VOT production; lack of occupation equals to low VOT which 
theoretically should mean that having an occupation equals to higher VOT. However, the 
results from Eliza and Fatimah refute this theory. Eliza and Fatimah who both respectively 
work part-time and full-time produce voiced stops with negative VOT. Ghazala prevoices all 
three of her voiced stops at utterance-initial position and Fatimah prevoices only two (/b/ 
and /d/). However, both of Fatimah’s stops have higher negative VOT values than Ghazala’s 
(Figure 18). Eliza prevoices the voiced plosive /g/ at utterance-initial position which, 
although is not bigger than Ghazala’s values, is only 6.6ms smaller. It does, however, exceed 
at least Haafizah’s VOT values. Moreover, at utterance-medial position (Figure 19), Eliza and 
Fatimah both produce one voiced stop each with negative VOT, whilst Ghazala and Haafizah 
produce all three voiced stops with positive VOT i.e. Ghazala and Haafizah resemble the 
English-like production. It is unclear why the two participants who work, and who thus 
conveyed speak English more than Gujarati on a daily basis, present more Gujarati-like 
tokens than the participants who speak Gujarati more often. Going back to Pandit’s (1977) 
observation that language shift is the norm, Eliza’s and Fatimah’s findings present 
something much more complex as there appears to be an attempt at language shift and 
language maintenance simultaneously. As these are assumptions made from the results of 
only two participants, we do not know or can say for certain that the results are not 
coincidental. Further research is required with more participants and with a further focus on 
social networks.  
 
5.5. Third generation 
This section will be split into three subsections. Section 5.5.1. will provide contextual 
information gathered during interviews with the third generation. Section 5.5.2 will discuss 
the voiceless stops and Section 5.5.3 will discuss the voiced stops. 
 
5.5.1. Contextual background 
Inayah and Laila are university students, whilst Jameelah and Khadijah work full-time. When 
asked what language is mainly spoken within the home, Inayah reported to only speak 
Gujarati, Laila responded with mostly English but some occurrences of Gujarati, whilst 
Jameelah and Khadijah stated an equal mixture of both Gujarati and English. Nevertheless, 
all four of these participants have at least some exposure to both languages. 
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5.5.2. Voiceless stops 
All four members of the third generation produce high VOT values for voiceless stops and 
mostly short lag VOT for voiced stops. Using only the provided contextual information 
above, we could assume that Inayah may theoretically have the most Gujarati-like VOT, or 
at least lower values than the other participants due to her sole usage of Gujarati at home. 
Conversely, Laila may hypothetically have the most English-like VOT owing to her high use of 
English. However, what we find is that Khadijah has the highest VOTs for voiceless stops 
than any member of the third generation, exceeding over 80ms several times and therefore 
matching the expected English VOT values (Lisker and Abramson, 1984). This is the case at 
every position of the utterance as Khadijah has a mean VOT of 65.1ms at utterance-initial 
(Figure 21), 75.4ms at utterance-medial (Figure 22) and 67.5ms at utterance-final (Figure 
23). At the first two positions of the utterance, Laila has the second highest VOT values. At 
utterance-final position, Inayah, Jameelah and Laila all bear similar findings as Khadijah 
maintains the highest results.  
There appears to be a similarity here between Khadijah from the third generation 
and Fatimah from the second generation. Both participants work full-time and both display 
the highest VOT values for voiceless stops within their respective age brackets. However, 
Jameelah who also works full-time has the lowest mean VOTs at utterance-initial position 
and the second lowest at utterance-medial and utterance-final position. In order to assess 
whether there is in fact any significance of occupation in relation to VOT, both these 
participants were asked more about the language(s) spoken at their place of employment. 
Whilst Khadijah reported that she is the only Gujarati-speaking employee at her workplace 
and therefore solely speaks English, Jameelah reported that her peers in her workplace are 
mainly British-Asian and code-switch between English, Gujarati and occasionally Urdu on a 
daily basis. Similar to Holmes and Stubbe’s (2004) study of code-switching at work, these 
participants in their workplace use more than one language to “signal and enact their ethnic 
identities, as well as to construct and reinforce good relationships with members of their 
own ethnic group in the workplace” (Holmes and Stubbe, 2004, p. 140). It is plausible to 
suggest that, as the majority of Jameelah’s time is spent at the workplace in which she has 
the opportunity to strengthen her Gujarati identity, the VOT attributes have an influence 
and are somewhat lower than those participants who speak solely English in the workplace 
i.e. Khadijah. Therefore, these results from Khadijah and Jameelah not only reinforce that 
having an occupation is a covariate of VOT, but it provides support for the belief that it is 
the language(s) spoken within that occupation that is also important.  
Inayah and Laila, however, both do not work as they are still university students. It is 
therefore appropriate to discuss these participants separately. It is firstly important to state 
that Inayah and Laila spend a large portion of their day at university, and so the amount of 
time spent away from home is similar to those participants who work full-time (Khadijah 
and Jameelah). Inayah and Laila both reported to speak English with their friends at 
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university. This, in addition to her high exposure to English at home, is possibly why Laila 
mainly has the second highest VOT values at different positions of the utterance. Laila is also 
the only participant out of all three generations to have positive VOT for all voiceless and 
voiced stops at every position of the utterance. Therefore, she is the only participant to 
consistently resemble a monolingual English speaker, which is likely due to the fact that her 
daily routine encompasses very slight proportions of her heritage language Gujarati. This is 
indicative of Dunkel’s (1948) quote who states that “the ‘less’ L1 there is, the smaller will be 
its influence on the L2” (Dunkel, 1948). By this same token, we can also understand the 
contrasting argument. Inayah, who also goes to university and speaks English with her 
friends, does not bear the same results as Laila. Although Inayah has the second highest 
VOT values at utterance-final position, she has the second lowest VOTs at utterance-initial 
and the lowest at utterance-medial position. Moreover, she prevoices all three of her voiced 
stops at utterance-initial position. Whilst Laila speaks mainly English with her family, Inayah 
predominantly speaks in Gujarati. Thus, Dunkel’s (1948) theory can be inverted: the more L1 
there is, the bigger its influence will be on the L2. The reason why Inayah predominantly 
speaks in Gujarati at home is due to the fact that she lives with her grandparents. Not only 
does she have exposure to Gujarati through her parents like the other participants, she also 
has constant exposure from native Gujarati speakers belonging to the first generation. 
Therefore, Inayah’s negative VOT values that are Gujarati-like have possibly been influenced 
by the sociological make-up of her household. Although there is an influence of English from 
university, her influence of native Gujarati is still present by means of her relatively low 
voiceless stops as well as the prevoicing in her voiced stops.  
  
5.5.3. Voiced stops 
Voiced stops have been briefly discussed in Section 5.5.1., however, has only been in regard 
to Inayah’s results. Inayah is not the only participant who presents voiced stops on the 
negative side of the VOT continuum. Jameelah and Khadijah also articulate voiced stops 
with negative VOT at utterance-initial position (Figure 21). However, Jameelah’s values do 
not surpass -6ms and are thus very close to near zero VOT36. In contrast to this, Khadijah 
articulates all three voiced stops with negative VOT with values exceeding over -60ms. 
Despite her overall mean VOT value (-47.1ms) not being higher than Inayah’s mean value (-
54.1), Khadijah still presents higher negative values for the stops /d/ and /g/ than Inayah. As 
aforementioned, Inayah has exposure to Gujarati from speakers born in Gujarat i.e. her 
grandparents. She therefore speaks solely Gujarati at home. However, Khadijah speaks a 
mixture of both languages at home and speaks only English in her workplace. Therefore, it is 
curious why she has the highest, most English-like VOT values for voiceless stops and the 
lowest, most Gujarati-like VOT values for her voiced stops. These findings precisely 
correspond with Fatimah’s, and to an extent Eliza’s result (second generation). All these 
                                                          
36 Jameelah articulates /d/ with positive VOT, thus her overall mean VOT at utterance-initial position is 3.7ms. 
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participants speak English as their dominant language, however possess Gujarati-like 
negative VOTs for voiced stops. This appears to be a strong support for the single-system 
hypothesis and a refutation of many scholars’, such as Flege et al.’s (2002), assertion that 
L2-dominant bilinguals suppress language interference. Rather, the findings indicate that 
despite being dominant speakers of English, members of the second and third generation 
are still affected by their non-dominant Gujarati L1. These speakers cannot fully separate 
the phonetic categories of their L1 from their L2, which therefore triggers the occurrence of 
‘phonetic bleeding’ or ‘incomplete suppression’ (Antoniou et al., 2010, p. 560) between the 
two languages. It is unclear why these robust differences between English-like VOT for 
voiceless stops and Gujarati-like VOT for voiced stops is only observed in a few participants; 
this particular finding will be revisited in Section 5.7.1.  
 
5.6. Sentence position of tokens 
So far in this chapter, the sociolinguistic factors have been considered, however none has 
been said about the influence of syntax. Lisker and Abramson (1967) state in their cross-
language study that “…there appeared to be no relation between our measure and the 
position of the stop, whether position is defined in relation to syntactic constituents or 
merely by reference to the number of preceding or following words or syllables in the 
sentence”. (Lisker and Abramson, 1967, p. 20). It needs to be kept in mind that the variety 
of sentence types in Lisker and Abramson’s (1964) study was limited, and therefore does 
not stand to be reliable nor irrefutable. 
With regard to the findings of this study which considered three places of position in 
an utterance, there is no discernible pattern for the voiceless stops. However, for the voiced 
stops there does appear to be a connection between VOT and the positioning of the target 
word. At utterance-initial position, prevoicing can be seen for all voiced stops and all three 
generations (Figures 24 and 25) as the average is -19.6ms. At utterance-medial position, the 
voicing dramatically becomes more English-like37 (Figures 26 and 27) by moving over 30ms 
to the positive side of the VOT continuum and thus holding an average of 11.2ms. At 
utterance-final position, due to the occurrence of prevoicing from the first generation, the 
mean VOT marginally falls to 10.2ms (Figures 28 and 29). This shows that utterance-medial 
followed by utterance-final position produce the most English-like articulations. It is highly 
possible that the English utterance that syntactically surrounds the target word triggers the 
speakers to articulate the word with a VOT that matches the phonological condition of the 
rest of the sentence. This observation bears resemblance to Grosjean’s Language Mode 
Framework (1982, 2001, 2008) in which he argues that both languages of a bilingual are 
within one system, and are activated at different times. He states that certain linguistic 
                                                          
37 The stop sound /b/ from the second generation is still prevoiced at utterance-medial position (-21.ms). 
However, it is a decrease from the result at utterance-initial position (-14.7) and therefore does become more 
English-like.  
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factors such as the context of interaction activates one language whilst temporarily 
deactivating the other. Thus, the unilingual English context of the utterances during the 
recording process possibly activated the participants’ English mode whilst the Gujarati mode 
became dormant. This theory is reinforced by the fact that the utterance-initial position 
creates the most mixed results and the most prevoicing. Using the Language Mode 
Framework, it is conceivable that, as there is no prior syntactic influence from English at 
utterance-initial position, the uni-lingual English context had not yet been established, thus 
causing many tokens of the target word to be produced with negative VOT. However, as 
there are still some results at utterance-initial position with positive VOT, and at utterance-
medial and final position with negative VOT, it does imply that a dormant language during a 
unilingual context is not entirely deactivated, and thus a bilingual can never fully function in 
an exclusively monolingual mode.  
 
5.7. Sociocultural implications 
Although numerous rationalisations and theories have been discussed, it is conceivable that 
the results may not be swayed by the participants’ personal circumstances but rather by 
something more societal. This certain inference refers solely to the voiced stops. The 
voiceless stops follow the hypothesised pattern of increasing as the generations become 
younger. However, the findings for the voiced stops are much more complex. All three 
generations prevoice mainly at utterance-initial level (Figures 24 and 25). This is explicable 
for the in-migrant first generation who tend to prevoice at all positions, however it is not 
expected of the second and third generation. Moreover, those participants who prevoice in 
the two British-born generations primarily only do so at utterance-initial position38. Indeed, 
this could be due to the above reasoning regarding the Language Mode Framework 
(Grosjean, 1982, 2001, 2008), however, it could alternatively be due to a wider 
transformation occurring within the Gujarati-English community. It is plausible that this 
immigrant community, whose language is the second most spoken after English in Batley 
East (QPZM, 2017), have become so accustomed to the exposure to both languages within 
and outside of the home that it has blurred the lines of each language. Similar to Mufwene’s 
(2001) feature pool, the phonetic sets of English and Gujarati have, through language 
contact, become input varieties and speakers within this community are free to pick 
different combinations of features from the pool to develop their output variety. Therefore, 
the sociocultural makeup of Batley has made it so that there is no pressure for British-born 
members of this community to articulate stops with native accuracy of each language, but 
rather it is acceptable to use both positive and/or negative VOT irrespective of which of the 
two languages is being spoken.  
 
                                                          
38 This is excluding two tokens from utterance-medial position in Figure 19. 
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5.7.1. Identity 
Building upon the previous section, it is possible that this acceptance of using both 
languages relates to identity that is stronger within the younger generation. Both the 
second and third generation prevoice at utterance-initial level. Whilst there is no single 
participant that articulates all of /b d g/ with negative VOT in the first generation (Figure 
15), there is one participant in the second generation that does so (Figure 18), which 
increases to two participants in the third generation (Figure 21). Moreover, the third 
generation also appear to be more Gujarati-like in terms of their VOT values. Khadijah’s and 
Inayah’s articulations of voiced stops (Figure 21) are more negative than all articulations 
from the first39 and second generation. More generally, for six out of the nine voiced stops 
across all three positions of the target word, the third generation have a higher negative 
VOT than the second generation, as depicted in Figure 14 and more precisely in Figures 24-
29. It is confusing as to why the articulation of voiced stops becomes more accurate to the 
Gujarati pronunciation as the generations become younger40. This broad trend resembles 
Eckert’s (1988) study in which “The progress of phonological change is…reflected in age 
differences within communities, with a general increase of innovative forms as one moves 
downward through the age continuum” (1988, p. 184). However, in this case, the 
‘innovative form’ is not something new, but rather something old, i.e. from native Gujarati.  
Additionally, it is interesting that the speakers who have the highest positive VOT 
values for voiceless stops have the highest negative VOT values for voiced stops. Fatimah, 
Khadijah and Eliza who reported to speak the most English whilst speaking very little or 
average amounts of Gujarati have the most Gujarati-like VOT for /b d g/. Although the 
earlier justification provided for this finding was the Language Mode Framework (Grosjean, 
1982, 2001, 2008), it may be possible that these participants are linguistically portraying 
their ethnic identity. These participants were asked whether they were satisfied with the 
amount of Gujarati that they speak and the number of opportunities that they have for 
speaking it. All responded with no and all wished that they could it speak it more often. 
Therefore, this could be a possible indication that, as accent can be a marker of identity, 
such participants want to associate themselves with their native tongue and distinguish 
themselves in some way from their monolingual English contemporaries. Of course, this is 
not a complete separation from their non-Gujarati peers as these participants still have the 
highest, most English-like VOTs for their voiceless stops. However, for voiced stops, the 
Gujarati-like VOT could be a linguistic struggle against complete westernisation. Eckert 
(1988) reports that adolescents want to “develop an identity independent of the family 
                                                          
39 This is discounting one token from Cameelah in the first generation (Figure 15). 
40 We need to bear in mind that the higher negative VOT of the third generation than the second generation is 
largely due to two participants’ – Inayah’s and Khadijah’s – extremely high values, whilst Jameelah’s and Laila’s 
results are positioned at near-zero or positive VOT. Further studies are needed with a greater number of 
participants in order to clarify whether the third generation do in fact possess more Gujarati-like voiced stops 
than the second generation. 
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structure” which is “based on their characteristics as individuals” (1988, p. 187). In this 
study, it appears to be that the participants support and at the same time refute Eckert’s 
two aforementioned observations. From the small number of participants in this study, it 
seems that the British-born participants have an independent English identity by means of 
their voiceless stops, yet maintain their ethnic Gujarati identity by means of their voiced 
stops, thus representing a dual identity. We cannot put forward that this is representative of 
the entire Gujarati community. However, we can therefore surmise that there may be an 
active exertion, whether that is consciously or subconsciously, from those participants who 
are impelled to use English more than Gujarati to hold onto their Gujarati roots. However, 
the fact that these VOT values are even more native-like than the native speakers of 
Gujarati could be to overstress the contrast between the voiceless and voiced stops and 
thus clearly emphasize the dual identity. Why this representation of a dual identity is only 
marked at utterance-initial position is as of yet unclear. Further research is warranted to 
examine this, with more speakers and adolescents from the Gujarati community, to 
understand the full sociological makeup of this town and its impact on VOT production. 
Without a study with a greater number of participants, all of the above explanations cannot 
be considered to be reliable assertions.  
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6. CONCLUSION 
 
This thesis set out to examine whether VOT transfer is present between Gujarati-English 
speakers across three generations as well as across three positions of an utterance. It also 
aimed to evaluate what may provide as rationalisations for the patterns that were observed. 
With the information presented in the previous two chapters, it is now possible to answer 
the research questions that were specified in the Introduction. Each research question is 
individually addressed in the subsections below. 
 
6.1. Research Questions 
6.1.1. What are the word-initial VOT values for /p b t d k g/ of the data across the 
three generations, and do such values correspond more with English or with 
Gujarati VOTs? 
The word-initial VOT values for /p b t d k g/ have been comprehensively illustrated in 
Chapter 4. In brief, there appears to be short-lag VOTs for voiceless stops and a 
predominant use of prevoicing for voiced stops in the first generation. The second and third 
generation bear similar results as both age categories largely use long lag VOTs for voiceless 
stops and short lag VOTs for voiced stops. The third generation have slightly higher VOT 
values for voiceless stops than the second generation, however, the second generation have 
marginally higher VOT values for voiced stops. Therefore, with regard to the language with 
which the VOT values correspond, the findings present a split between the Gujarat-born first 
migrants and the British-born second and third generation. The former’s results correspond 
more with Gujarati VOTs whilst the latter’s findings more closely resemble English VOTs.  
 
6.1.2. Are there any variances in word-initial VOT at different places in an utterance, 
and is there any significance of these variances? 
No meaningful or substantial variances were observed for any of the voiceless stops /p t k/ 
across the generations, but were observed for the voiced stops /b d g/. Whilst utterance-
medial and utterance-final position generally yielded English-like VOT values, the utterance-
initial position appeared to be inconsistent with this. All three generations were typically 
observed at utterance-initial position to articulate voiced stops with negative VOT. The 
Discussion put forth the theory that this observation may be due to no prior lexical 
influences at utterance-initial position (see Grosjean, 1982, 2001, 2008), whereas there are 
such influences at utterance-medial and utterance-final position. However, the main 
significance of prevoicing at utterance-initial position is that it may possibly be a reflection 
of the sociocultural makeup of Batley in which the third generation are actively attempting 
to keep hold of Gujarati-like VOTs in order to index their ethnic identity.  
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6.1.3. Are there any sociolinguistic stimuli/influences that affect the transfer of VOT 
for any of the participants? 
Aside from the aforementioned theory regarding the change occurring in the Gujarati-
English community, other stimuli were also observed and discussed in the previous chapter. 
These include the country of birth/the age of learning the L2 (Kang & Guion, 2006), the 
amount of direct exposure to an L1/L2 (Flege & Liu, 2001), the opportunity for its output 
(Cummins, 2000), as well as the dominant language used within the home or out of the 
home, e.g. at work/university (see Piske et al. 2001). Some of these influences appeared to 
have a greater sway than others. Generally, the age of learning the L2 combined with the 
dominant language used in and out of the home had the most significant effects on VOT 
transfer. This reinforces previous literature from Flege (1991), Kang & Guion (2006) and 
Piske et al. (2001) who all considered an early age of acquiring the L2 is paramount to its 
fluency and native-like articulation. As English is more frequently used than Gujarati as the 
generations become younger, the implication of this study is that there is a possibility of 
language attrition occurring in the future. However, the second implication is that the 
Gujarati-like negative VOT may possibly be maintained.  
 
6.2. Limitations and shortcomings of the study 
Despite the care and caution that was taken to complete this research, there are 
undoubtedly limitations. It is therefore paramount that the methodological shortcomings 
are considered.  
The main drawback of this thesis that impedes authenticity of the results is the 
sample size. A size of twelve participants was tolerated for the purpose of methodological 
ease due to the fact that such participants generated eight hundred and forty-four tokens 
for analysis. This, although it appears extensive on the outset, was a practical amount of 
data to work with. A larger sample size would expectedly mean more tokens and thus 
necessitate a greater amount of time to analyse. However, it would also mean a more 
accurate representation of the Gujarati-English community in focus to whom the results 
would be generalised.  
Secondly, a shortcoming, that is not an inherent limitation of the study, is a lack of 
literature from monolingual Gujarati speakers. Lisker and Abramson’s (1964), Docherty’s 
(1992) and Rami et al.’s (1999) VOT values of English and Gujarati were specified in the 
Literature Review as a base rate for the results of this research. However, these scholars’ 
findings are dated and focus only on standard dialects of the languages that they 
researched. It would have therefore been more relevant as well as more current to record 
monolingual speakers of English and Gujarati living in the same community as the bilingual 
participants in order to fully comprehend the similarity between the participants’ VOTs and 
the two languages English and Gujarati. Without these recordings, it is difficult to accurately 
verify the extent to which the participants’ productions of stops differed from their 
monolingual counterparts.  
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A further shortcoming of the data is the lack of questionnaires or a contextual 
interview given at the same time as the data collection recording procedure. Although 
participants were approached again and were asked for basic details regarding their 
background, this was only a brief and informal conversation. There would have been greater 
benefit to provide questionnaires, as this not only would have efficiently supplied the 
required details without having to re-contact the participants, it would have also provided 
the opportunity to gain participants’ personal opinions regarding their affiliation to their 
L1/L2 and the identity that they deem themselves to have.  
 
6.3. Areas for future research 
Should this area of research concerning Gujarati-English and VOT be expanded in the future, 
the primary modifications should be based on the aforementioned limitations of the present 
study. As future research may not be constricted by the same time restrictions as this thesis, 
it is essential that it includes more participants as well as more tokens. This will support 
whether the reasonings for the results that are made in this study are in fact accurate. In 
particular, the results regarding the use of negative VOT by all three generations were 
somewhat surprising. A follow-up study with more participants and a focus on this 
abovementioned result will determine whether our intuitions regarding a sociocultural 
change is in fact occurring or not. 
This thesis has been able to examine the influence Gujarati (the L1) has on English 
(the L2) with regards to VOT values in English speech. Whilst it has effectively managed to 
address this, the matter that this research has not been able to resolve is the influence 
English has on Gujarati. Therefore, future studies should aim to record Gujarati speech to 
investigate what changes, if any, are occurring in the ethnic language.   
As this thesis exclusively focused on British-Gujarati females, there is a gap in the 
literature regarding males as well as children. Studying such groups in the future will provide 
a more well-rounded understanding of the Gujarati-English community in Batley as opposed 
to the current study which could only focus on a few socio-demographic qualities. Future 
studies could also try to incorporate more various styles of obtaining data before examining 
other dialects and other geographical communities.  
More broadly, the body of the data that currently exists for Gujarati is severely 
limited. This thesis regarding VOT has contributed to the literature that has so far discussed 
only breathy voice. Therefore, any studies that are undertaken in the future regarding any 
dialect or feature of Gujarati in relation to any field of linguistics, be it acoustics or not, will 
be extremely valued. 
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8. APPENDICES 
 
8.1. Appendix 1: Data 
 
/p/ 
1. Pen 
a) Pens are blue 
b) That pen is new 
c) Please press pen 
 
2. Paper 
a) Papers are white 
b) Damp paper is bad 
c) Get yourself paper 
 
3. Pyjamas 
a) Pyjamas are spotty 
b) Pink pyjamas are the best 
c) I like both pictures 
 
4. Picture 
a) Pictures are clear 
b) I take pictures for fun 
c) I like both pictures 
 
/b/ 
1. Biscuit 
a) Biscuits are dry 
b) Burnt biscuits are no good 
c) She makes biscuits 
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2. Bag 
a) Bags are nice 
b) The best bag is mine 
c) I want a waterproof bag 
 
3. Banana 
a) Bananas are healthy 
b) The cheap bananas are big 
c) That is her fourth banana 
 
4. Bottle 
a) Bottles are full 
b) I keep bottles at home 
c) That is a glass bottle 
 
/t/ 
1. Table  
a) Tables are dirty 
b) The dark table is there 
c) That is a posh table 
 
2. Towel  
a) Towels are soft 
b) The wet towel is white 
c) That is the chef towel 
3. Train 
a) Trains are long 
b) The quick train has gone 
c) Where is the south train 
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4. Tomato 
a) Tomatoes are red 
b) Chop tomatoes now 
c) I like to crush tomatoes 
/d/ 
1. Dog 
a) Dogs are noisy 
b) That dog is big 
c) He is a cross dog 
 
2. Doctor 
a) I like doctors 
b) The quiet doctor left 
 
3. Dress 
a) I like that dress 
b) The damp dress is here 
 
4. Door 
a) I like doors 
b) The back door is closed 
 
/k/ 
1. Kitchen 
a) I like her kitchen 
b) Her kitchen is clean 
 
2. Kebab 
a) I like kebabs 
b) That kebab is spicy 
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3. Carpet 
a) I like that carpet 
b) His carpet is white 
 
4. Colour 
a) I like this colour 
b) That colour is white 
/g/ 
1. Garden 
a) I like gardens 
b) The top garden is clean 
 
2. Gate 
a) I like that gate 
b) The black gate is open 
 
3. Goat 
a) I like goats 
b) That goat is mine 
 
4. Grapes 
a) I like grape. 
b) Take grapes with you 
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8.2. Appendix 2: Data results 
This section presents the VOT for all eight hundred and sixty-four tokens of data. Each 
participant’s data is displayed in a different figure.  
Table 8: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Ayesha. 
Table 9: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Bareerah. 
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 Table 10: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Cameelah. 
 
Table 11: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Dina. 
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Table 12: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Eliza. 
 
Table 13: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Fatimah. 
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Table 14: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Ghazala. 
 
Table 15: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Haafizah. 
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Table 16: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Inayah.   
Table 17: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Jameelah.  
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Table 18: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Khadijah. 
 
Table 19: A table showing all of the VOT results gathered for Laila. 
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8.3. Appendix 3: Information sheet – Fake Version 
Participant Information Sheet 
 
 
Research Project Title: The influence of Gujarati heritage on vision.  
 
Name of Researcher: Safiyyah Fadia 
 
Contact Details of Researcher: 07938815825 
 
 
You are being invited to take part in a research project. Before you decide, it is important for you to 
understand why this research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read the 
following information and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask questions if there is anything that is 
not clear or if you would like more information. Take time to decide whether or not you want to take 
part in this study. May I take this opportunity to thank you for taking your time to read this. 
 
1. What is the purpose of the project? 
In this research project, which is for my Masters by Research degree, I am investigating if and how 
vision is affected by being bilingual in two languages. In this specific case, the two languages are 
English and Gujarati. 
 
2. Why have I been chosen?   
You have been chosen due to your bilingual ability to speak Gujarati and English, your gender as well 
as the fact that you fit into one of the three age brackets that I am investigating. You will be one of 12 
participants that are part of this study. 
 
3. Do I have to take part? 
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary, so please do not feel obliged to take part. Refusal will 
involve no penalty whatsoever and you may withdraw from the study at any stage without providing 
me with an explanation. 
 
4. What do I have to do? 
You will be invited to take part in one recorded interview. I, the researcher, will present you with one 
card at a time. The first set of 24 cards will have a word written in English. The second set of 48 cards 
will have these same English words written within 2 English sentences per word.  
You will be expected to read out all the cards that I show you. This should take no more than 20 
minutes of your time, and you will feel neither pain nor discomfort during this process.  
 
5. Are there any disadvantages to taking part? 
There should be no foreseeable disadvantages to your participation. If you are unhappy or have 
further questions at any stage in the process, please address your concerns initially to myself if this is 
appropriate. Alternatively, please contact Professor M. Adkins (m.adkins@hud.ac.uk) at the School of 
Music, Humanities and Media, University of Huddersfield.  
 
6. Will all my details be kept confidential? 
All information which is collected will be strictly confidential and anonymised before the data is 
presented in any work, in compliance with the Data Protection Act and ethical research guidelines and 
principles. This will be achieved by removing your identity from the data; storing the recordings in a 
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private, locked folder, as well as limiting who can listen to the recordings (only myself and my tutor 
will have access). After the thesis is over, all of the data will be destroyed.  
 
7. What will happen to the results of the research study? 
The results of this research will be written up as part of my Master’s degree. There may be a possibility 
that the thesis will be published; if this is the case, your identity will still remain anonymous in the 
publication. If you would like a copy please contact me on the phone number provided at the top of 
the sheet. 
 
8. What happens to the data collected? 
After the data is recorded, it will be analysed using an online software called Praat.  
 
9. Will I be paid for participating in the research? 
No payment will be given to you for your time.  
 
10. Where will the research be conducted? 
The research will be conducted in my home or, if you prefer, in your own home. The location is mainly 
based on where you will feel at ease. 
 
11. Who has reviewed and approved the study, and who can be contacted for further information? 
For further details, please contact myself; my contact details are written at the top of this document. 
You can also contact my supervisor Dr Erica Gold. Her contact details are E.Gold@hud.ac.uk. 
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8.4. Appendix 4: Information sheet – Real Version 
Participant Information Sheet 
 
 
Research Project Title: The influence of Gujarati on the VOT of English stops. 
 
Name of Researcher: Safiyyah Fadia 
 
Contact Details of Researcher: 07938815825 
 
 
You are being invited to take part in a research project. Before you decide, it is important for you to 
understand why this research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read the 
following information and discuss it with others if you wish. Ask questions if there is anything that is 
not clear or if you would like more information. Take time to decide whether or not you want to take 
part in this study. May I take this opportunity to thank you for taking your time to read this. 
 
 
1. What is the purpose of the project? 
In this research project, which is for my Masters by Research degree, I am investigating if and how 
English and Gujarati can influence each other’s voice onset time. 
 
2. Why have I been chosen?   
You have been chosen due to your bilingual ability to speak Gujarati and English, your gender as well 
as the fact that you fit into one of the three age brackets that I am investigating. You will be one of 12 
participants that are part of this study. 
 
3. Do I have to take part? 
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary, so please do not feel obliged to take part. Refusal will 
involve no penalty whatsoever and you may withdraw from the study at any stage without providing 
me with an explanation. 
 
4. What do I have to do? 
You will be invited to take part in one recorded interview. I, the researcher, will present you with one 
card at a time. The first set of 24 cards will have a word written in English. The second set of 48 cards 
will have these same English words written within 2 English sentences per word.  
You will be expected to read out all the cards that I show you. This should take no more than 20 
minutes of your time, and you will feel neither pain nor discomfort during this process.  
 
5. Are there any disadvantages to taking part? 
There should be no foreseeable disadvantages to your participation. If you are unhappy or have 
further questions at any stage in the process, please address your concerns initially to myself if this is 
appropriate. Alternatively, please contact Professor M. Adkins (m.adkins@hud.ac.uk) at the School of 
Music, Humanities and Media, University of Huddersfield.  
 
6. Will all my details be kept confidential? 
All information which is collected will be strictly confidential and anonymised before the data is 
presented in any work, in compliance with the Data Protection Act and ethical research guidelines and 
principles. This will be achieved by removing your identity from the data; storing the recordings in a 
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private, locked folder, as well as limiting who can listen to the recordings (only myself and my tutor 
will have access). After the thesis is over, all of the data will be destroyed.  
 
7. What will happen to the results of the research study? 
The results of this research will be written up as part of my Master’s degree. There may be a possibility 
that the thesis will be published; if this is the case, your identity will still remain anonymous in the 
publication. If you would like a copy please contact me on the phone number provided at the top of 
the sheet. 
 
8. What happens to the data collected? 
After the data is recorded, it will be analysed using an online software called Praat.  
 
9. Will I be paid for participating in the research? 
No payment will be given to you for your time.  
 
10. Where will the research be conducted? 
The research will be conducted in my home or, if you prefer, in your own home. The location is mainly 
based on where you will feel at ease. 
 
11. Who has reviewed and approved the study, and who can be contacted for further information? 
For further details, please contact myself; my contact details are written at the top of this document. 
You can also contact my supervisor Dr Erica Gold. Her contact details are E.Gold@hud.ac.uk. 
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8.5. Consent Sheet 
Participant Consent Form (E4) 
 
Title of Research Study: The influence of VOT within English and Gujarati speech 
 
Name of Researcher: Safiyyah Fadia 
 
Participant Identifier Number: 
 
I confirm that I have read and understood the participant Information sheet related 
to this research, and have had the opportunity to ask questions. 
 
 
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any 
time without giving any reason. 
 
 
I understand that all my responses will be anonymised. 
 
 
I give permission for members of the research team to have access to my 
anonymised responses. 
 
 
I agree to take part in the above study 
 
 
 
Name of Participant:  
 
Signature of Participant:  
 
Date: 
 
 
 
Name of Researcher: Safiyyah Fadia  
 
 
Signature of Researcher:  
 
 
Date:  
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